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Preface
These lecture notes are written for prospective Mathematics teachers. The chapters contain the curriculum of the
course with the same title taught at the Eszterházy Károly College. The individual chapters are written by
Richárd Balka (Chapter 4,7 and 8), Attila Egri-Nagy (Chapter 1 and 2) and Tibor Juhász (Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6).
The course is designed for students in their last semester before graduation, therefore comprehending this
material requires intensive background knowledge and mathematical maturity. More specifically the students
must be familiar with complex analysis, topology and abstract algebra.
Some of the chapters have exercises at the end. The aims of these are refreshing some basic knowledge, giving
experience of the involved calculations or providing perspective of further implications of the results. More
difficult exercises are denoted by a * symbol.
We hope that these lecture notes will be useful for attending the courses and for individual study.
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Chapter 1. What is Mathematics? – a
Short Introduction to the
Contemporary Thinking about
Mathematics
To some extent we all (have to) deal with Mathematics. It provides indispensable tools for any kind of scientific
research, engineering work and it also permeates our everyday life. But the question, ‟What is Mathematics
anyway?‟, remained unanswered since the very beginning of Mathematics (and Philosophy). This does not mean
that we do not have any answer. In fact, on the contrary, we have many answers. Here we briefly survey the
traditional answers (platonism vs. empirism, logicism, formalism, intuitionism, structuralism) and then review
the recent approaches based on the physically embodied and evolutionary view of human thinking (e.g. math as
gossiping, math and metaphors).
’What is Mathematics?’ – this is an interesting philosophical problem, probably as old as Mathematics itself.
Clearly, it is not a mathematical question: the possible answer will not appear as the result of some calculation
or by constructing a mathematical object. Moreover, it is definitely not a practical question. It rather seems to be
an unimportant problem, as we do indeed know how to pursue Mathematics. There are well-written textbooks
containing knowledge that can now be considered eternal and from them we can learn the techniques and there
are numerous open problems where someone can start research. Also, there is an established international
reviewing system for examining the attempts of solving those problems and judging the importance of new
results. Therefore the question may sound philosophical in the vulgar sense as well: trying to answer is just a
pastime activity, amusing at most. On the contrary, we claim that thinking about the conceptual roots of
Mathematics is fundamental for understanding and teaching it. Many misunderstandings, fear, statements like “I
don‟t like math.”, “I‟m not good at math.”, etc. come from the fact that most people have wrong ideas about the
nature of Mathematics, usually some leftover of a hidden philosophical perspective in their thinking.
First we quickly review the traditional ways of thinking about Mathematics. Then we proceed with outlining
more recent ideas in a form of short book reviews.

1. Traditional Approaches
If we would like to simplify the traditional approaches of the philosophy of Mathematics we can separate two
main opposite views, usually termed as the platonist and the empirical standpoints.
Platonism
The most prevalent way of thinking about Mathematics. It is sort of agreed that in order to be a working
mathematician one has to believe in the independent existence of mathematical objects, very much like how
Plato thought about abstract ideas, hence the term, platonism. For this view the basic problem is that it is
difficult to explain how we can have knowledge about things in a different, nonmaterial world as directly
we can only perceive the world around us. Also, a platonist still lacks an explanation why Mathematics has
so many applications in real-world and how exactly things partake in the nature of mathematical ideas.
Empirism
The opposite of platonism. Empirism says that all (mathematical) knowledge comes from observation,
experience through empirical induction. For instance, we could measure the inside angles of many triangles
in the Euclidean plane and we observe that their sum is
, so we conclude that we have a mathematical
law. However, this is not the way we do Mathematics. In math we can prove things. We can have absolute
certainty. Taking the above statement as an empirical law, we can never be sure that the next triangle will
not have a different sum. As a proven mathematical theorem, the truth of the statement follows necessarily
and it is universal.
In addition to the two major players described above there are other directions for thinking on Math.
Logicism
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What is Mathematics? – a Short
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According to logicism, Mathematics is an extension to Logic. While it is certainly true that logic is
foundational for Mathematics, it is already a big venture to describe elementary arithmetics as formal
logical statements [11]. For example, describing algebraic topology simply with logical formulas would be
like describing an animal in terms of the elementary particles instead of organs and its ecological
environment.
Formalism
Mathematics is without any meaning, just manipulation of symbols, i.e. proving theorems from axioms by
logical inference. The basic axioms are chosen so that other sciences can interpret them. The Hilbert
Programme: Carefully and rigorously formalize each branch of Mathematics, together with its logic, and
then to study the formal systems to make sure they are coherent. There‟s also some emphasis is on finite
methods for proofs. The fall: Gödel Incompleteness Theorem. Formalism is still a common retreat: What is
a complex number? I don‟t know, but I can calculate with pairs of real values according to the given
operations.
Intuitionism
Mathematics is primarily a mental activity, so it is a construct of human brains. Metaphysical assumptions
should be removed from Math, therefore the Law of Excluded Middle should not be used, since it
presupposes the existence of truth values for every statement, thus indirect proofs cannot be used. Language
is only a medium to communicate mathematical knowledge. Followers of intuitionism ended up with a
different, more restrictive logic than the classical one, and thus they have only a subset of all known
Mathematics reachable by constructive proofs only.
Structuralism
Mathematics is the science of patterns (structures) [8]. The objects in the positions of the patterns do not
matter. Transition from objects to relations: the essence of a natural number is its relations to other natural
numbers. Another example could be the transition from permutation groups to abstract groups.
A detailed description of these ideas can be found in [10].

2. Recent Advances
2.1. Mathematics
The traditional approaches of philosophy of Mathematics are partially outdated, since they tend to ignore and
not to discuss recent developments of Mathematics. Mathematics has indeed developed a lot, especially
recently. Just to name a few of these changes:
Foundation
As mathematical foundations the usual choice is either set theory or logic. Both are special cases of new
branch of Mathematics, called category theory, outgrown from algebraic topology. It also emphasizes the
transition from static structures to processes (structure-preserving mappings). For a sweeping view of whole
mathematics from a categorical viewpoint see [7].
Computation
The rise of the amount of available computational power is indeed changing how Mathematics is studied
and researched. The computer is like the microscope in biology or the telescope for astronomy, we can see
things that we could not glimpse before. It is not different from using pen and paper (some kind of external
representation that allows easier manipulation of mathematical objects), but its sheer power takes
computation to a different level. Also, the theory of computation revealed that there are undecidable
problems, i.e. questions that provably have no answers.
Proof
The notion of an exact proof has become a bit blurred in at least two different ways:
• The proof consists of a systematic check of many cases performed by a computer. Due to the number of
cases involved in the proof, it is not comprehensible just by looking at it, though one can fully understand
the algorithm producing the proof. For example: the four-color problem in graph theory [13].
• The proof is so long and complicated that no single person can understand and verify it in its totality.
The prime example is the Classification Theorem of Finite Simple Groups. The proof has a long history
2
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[3, 9] spreading over several hundred journal articles. Recently appeared textbooks try to summarize and
simplify the proof (e.g. [12]), to make it digestible for new generations of mathematicians. Without this
effort humanity would loose mathematical knowledge, even in the 21st century.
Chance and irregularity
Fractal geometry, chaos theory – the mathematics of the irregular shapes and processes brings new topics
that were previously thought not amenable to mathematical treatment. Probability theory, the math of
chance is also a relatively new field.

2.2. Cognitive Science
Cognitive science is the interdisciplinary research of the mind and intelligence. Clearly the mind is very
complex multifaceted phenomenon so its study requires several disciplines like computer science, philosophy,
psychology, artificial intelligence, neuroscience, linguistics, and anthropology. Though it is far from answering
all questions cognitive science provides lots of new insights how the mind and the brain do thinking in general
and Mathematics in particular.
embodiment of mind
Our way of thinking, the human concepts are structured and constrained by the way we operate in the 3dimensional physical world using our body in everday life. This sounds obvious but classical AI completely
ignored this embodiment of the mind and focused only on very high-level mental functions like playing
board games.
cognitive unconscious
Most of the computational work is done by the brain below the conscious level, and we can not look
directly at these low-level thought processes.
metaphorical thought
Metaphors are not just poetic tools, but they seem to be the very basic mechanisms of human cognition, i.e.
understanding something in terms of another thing.

3. Metaphors
George Lakoff and Rafael E. Núnez: Where Mathematics Comes From: How the Embodied Mind Brings
Mathematics into Being., 2000. [6]
It is common to distinguish between humanities and the so-called hard sciences and divide people into two
categories according to that separation. From this viewpoint the poet and the scientist take different sides, they
think differently. It seems that this division is fundamentally wrong. In their seminal work [5] cognitive linguists
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson claim that “…human thought processes are largely metaphorical.” Metaphor
is not just a figure of speech, but “the essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing
in terms of another... reasoning about one kind of thing as if it were another.” Metaphors construct our
understanding of the world and they seamlessly guide our thinking. For instance, the two different metaphors,
‟Argument is War‟ versus ‟Argument is Dance‟, convey two completely different interpretations of the activity
of arguing. In the first one you aim to destroy someone else‟s opinion, while in the other one you are willing to
learn or teach something new, the discussion is cooperative.
Figure 1.1. One of the grounding metaphors for arithmetic. Integer numbers are understood as
collection of objects, like putting things into piles.
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The basic idea of applying the cognitive metaphors to math is that we understand elementary abstract concepts
in terms of our sensory-motor experience and then we understand more complicated abstract objects in terms of
simple abstract objects, and so on layers upon layers. The fundamental cognitive abilities that ground
Mathematics into sensory-motor experience are twofold:
nonmathematical cognitive mechanisms:
basic spatial relations, groupings, motion, distribution of things in space, changes, bodily orientations, basic
manipulations of objects (e.g. rotation, stretching), iterated actions, ...
number sense:
We have a very basic numerical ability, innate arithmetic: addition, substraction up to 3. Even babies and
some animals have this ability. In the brain it is located at the junction of different modalities [1], e.g.
recognizing that two beeps and two flashes of light have something common.
The extension of the innate arithmetic is still directly grounded in sensory-motor experience by the following 4
metaphors:
1.
‟Arithmetic As Object Collection‟ (Fig. 1.1). We have an innate understanding of dealing with collections of
objects. The extension of arithmetic follows easily from repeated actions: multiplication is repeated addition,
division is repeated subtraction.
2.
‟Arithmetic As Object Construction‟ Numbers understood as composite objects, constructed from other
numbers (prime decomposition).
3.
The Measuring Stick Metaphor. Measuring length by counting its segments.
4.
‟Aritmetic As Motion Along a Path‟ The concept of the number line originates from this metaphor.
Arithmetic has properties coming from all the four domains, it is a blend of all these metaphors. Disagreements
and futile disputes on the nature of numbers usually come from overemphasizing only one metaphor out these.
Once we get acquainted with numbers, they can become the domain of other metaphors. For example, in a sense
functions behave like numbers as they can be added together. This is true in general for building mathematical
theories. We start with basic notions derived from our experience directly, and after some time we get used to
these abstractions, so their abstract nature disappears, they become familiar objects, thus we again have direct
experience. Therefore we again build a metaphor to understand something new and more abstract using the now
well understood previous target domain as source domain.
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We can also give grounding metaphors for basic mathematical objects other than numbers. Logic is grounded in
our everyday experience, in spatial reasoning: physical containment entails logical inference. Therefore Venndiagrams are not just mathematical tools, but they show the origins of our mathematical thinking. The
explanation of infinity is quite challenging, since one can argue that we have experience only of finite things.
But it is not difficult to see that everyday continuous actions require iterated actions, e.g. walking requires
taking steps. Then infinity is conceptualized as a continuous process without an end.
The trouble is that usually these metaphors are not revealed in education, only the final result is introduced.
Without their grounding ideas some theorems may be difficult to understand. For instance, students are
presented with the equation

that cannot be understood as a statement claiming that two quantities are the same. Actually, some of the
symbols are difficult to comprehend as mere quantities. The equation expresses something highly metaphorical.
It is a network of mathematical ideas: cartesian plane, complex numbers, unit circle, polar coordinates, functions
as numbers, trigonometry, recurrence as circularity, power series, etc.

4. Evolutionary Story
Keith Devlin (Stanford University), The Math Gene – How Mathematical Thinking Evolved and Why
Numbers are like Gossip, 2000. [2]
Mathematics is a human activity, so when asking for the true nature of Mathematics it is sensible to investigate
the origin of those creatures that are doing it. The current scientific explanation for the origin of our species is
evolutionary. Plants and animals evolved through billions of years on Earth and Biosciences are busy with
detecting all the details of this slow process. We face greater difficulties when we try to explain the origin of
human brain, human thinking, especially language. However, according to Keith Devlin, once we have the
language, sooner or later mathematical abilities come for free, as Mathematics is nothing else but a very special
language, or a specialized use of our language.
Figure 1.2. Key points of the argument.
Math as Gossiping
• for doing math we use some faculty of the brain that was evolved for something else
(exaptation)
• language is off-line thinking
• gossiping is genuinely human and provides a mechanism for creating and maintaining
group commitment
• math is gossiping about abstract objects
• difficulty of dealing with abstractions
We have been doing Mathematics only for few thousands of years. Clearly, evolutionary development of
humans is not possible during such a short time. Thus we can conclude that we use some ability of the brain
which was an adaptation for some other survival task. When accepting this argument we still have to explain
why it took so long for Mathematics to appear. Math needs a relatively developed society (with some form of
economy and sciences, engineering knowledge, etc. ) to leverage its advantages.
So what is the special capability of the brain that was used well before people started doing Math? The answer is
simple: language and gossiping. Language is not surprising, Math is sometimes thought to be a special way of
using the language, but gossiping needs some more explanation. It is a thoroughly checked fact that most human
conversations are about gossiping. Even at a scientific conference, people talk mostly about other people.
Talking about the complex tangled web of social relations, understanding the intricate meaning of events,
detecting patterns of behaviour require a great deal of computational power. The evolutionary benefit of
gossiping is immediate: the more you know about someone the more you care, so gossiping reinforces the bond
between group members.
5
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The main claim of this book is that Mathematics is just gossiping about abstract objects:
“To put it simply, mathematicians think about mathematical objects and the mathematical relationships between
them using the same mental faculties that the majority of people use to think about other people.”
If doing Mathematics requires only our language skills used in a special way, then how can we explain the fact
that people do seem to have trouble with math. The difficulty lies in dealing with abstractions. We can
distinguish 4 levels of abstraction.
• Level 1: no abstraction, the objects thought are real and perceptually accessible, but might well involve
imagining different arrangements (on-line thinking, ‟if this, then that‟).
• Level 2: objects are real, familiar, but not perceptually accessible in the immediate environment. (off-line
thinking)
• Level 3: objects never were actually encountered, but they are combinations of properties of real objects. This
is equivalent to having a language.
• Level 4: objects have no simple or direct connections to real objects. (mathematical thinking)
The first 3 levels pose no problems for normal people, but there seems to be a gap before reaching the fourth
level. According to psychological experiments (Wason selection test), the same task is carried out with higher
success rate by the subjects if it is in a well-known social context as opposed to some abstract settings. This
hints that primary goal of math education should be the enhancement of abstraction skills.

5. Socio-Cultural Perspective
Reuben Hersh (University of New Mexico), What Is Mathematics, Really?, 1999. [4]
Another take on the issue that Mathematics is a human activity, but from a different angle, more on the cultural
side. What is Mathematics? It is neither physical nor mental, it is social. It is part of culture, it is part of history.
The author calls this perspective as ‟humanism‟:
... from the viewpoint of philosophy Mathematics must be understood as a human activity, a social phenomenon,
part of human culture, historically evolved, and intelligible only in a social context. I call this viewpoint
humanist.
The term is slightly unfortunate as it is loaded with other meanings, so one should think it as ‟humanist
philosophy of Mathematics‟.

5.1. The existence of mathematical ideas
Whenever there is a new scientific theory, or in this case, a new philosophical perspective we have to test it on
old problems. For instance, the platonism versus anti-platonism debate. This is a prime example of a
philosophical heritage that lies as dead weight on our western-european thinking. We can basically imagine two
types of existence: mental and physical. Then the question arises whether Mathematics belongs to the former or
the latter one. According to humanism we get the question completely wrong, there are other ways of existence.
Concepts, once devised can exist independently from our minds, e.g. society, war, peace, etc. These are social
concepts, and they all have mental and physical aspects, and we are usually not bothered with the question how
do they exist? Similarly for Mathematics:
“Mathematics consists of concepts. Not pencil or chalk marks, not physical triangles or physical sets, but
concepts, which may be suggested or represented by physical objects.”
“Fact 1: Mathematical objects are created by humans. Not arbitrarily, but from activity with existing
mathematical objects, and from the needs of science and daily life.”
“Fact 2: Once created, mathematical objects can have properties that are difficult for us to discover.”
Fact 1 is in accordance with the metaphor based approach, as the basic mathematical notions come from or
constrained by how we perceive the world around us.
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“The observable reality of Mathematics is this: an evolving network of shared ideas with objective properties.”

5.2. Discovery or Creation
Is Mathematics created or discovered? Again, the humanist answer shows that the question is not really a
sensible one.
“When several mathematicians solve a well-stated problem, their answers are identical. They all discover that
answer. But when they create theories to fulfill some need, their theories aren‟t identical. They create different
theories.”
Discovery or creation? Well, both. Or it depends. We are often discontent with these kind of answers. We
expect a clear, one-sided, decisive answer. The Law of Excluded Middle is deeply engrained in our western
thinking. However, reality is lot richer, it possesses several aspects.

6. Conclusion
Clearly, we are not able to provide a definite answer for the question ‟What is Mathematics?‟, but maybe this
short exposition of the attempts to answer it provides some insights for the reader. We surely tried to loosen up
the very tight, rigid and strict understanding of Mathematics that we usually get in mainstream education. The
reader is invited to think about the ideas presented here and not to believe them unconditionally. After some
time the effect of these considerations can be evaluated. Do they help in understanding mathematical concepts?
As a final advice, we finish with an allusion to a science-fiction blockbuster:
“Unfortunately, no one can be told what Mathematics really is. You have to see it for yourself.”
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Chapter 2. Building Blocks of
Symmetry
Symmetry is a concept used in many different contexts from art to science. In mathematics symmetry is
rigorously defined and the abstract notion has many different concrete mathematical instances. Recent
classification of the building blocks of finite symmetries is a monumental achievement of joint work of several
mathematicians. Here we define the notion of symmetry, briefly introduce simple groups and review some
results from the classification. Some sporadic groups, symmetries of mind-blowing combinatorial objects, will
also be discussed.

1. Symmetry
The everyday notion of symmetry has a very vague and somewhat limited meaning: balanced, wellproportioned, harmony between the parts. More specifically, we often mean only bilateral symmetry. We say
that things and living organisms are symmetrical when they have parts that are mirror images of each other. The
prime example is the human body.
The mathematical notion incorporates these symmetries but the definition is lot more general: symmetry is
defined via operations, transformations that leave some aspects of the transformed object unchanged. Here are
some variations of this definition from leading researchers of mathematical symmetry:
“ ...invariance of a configuration of elements under a group of automorphic transformations.”, Hermann Weyl:
Symmetry 1952. [13]
“Symmetry is not a number or a shape, but a special kind of transformation – a way to move an object. If the
object looks the same after being transformed, then the transformation concerned is a symmetry.”, Ian Stewart:
Why Beauty is Truth, 2007. [12]
“You could think of the total symmetry of an object as all the moves that the mathematician could make to trick
you into thinking that he hadn’t touched it at all.”, Marc Du Sautoy: Finding Moonshine: A Mathematician‟s
Journey Through Symmetry 2008. [5]
Therefore something is symmetrical if there is a special kind of operation defined on it. Thus symmetry becomes
some sort of transformation, movement instead of some static property. These symmetry transformations can be
composed by simply executing them one after the other yielding other symmetry operations. We call a set of
these transformations that is closed under the composition a group.
“Numbers measure size, groups measure symmetry.”, M.A. Armstrong: Groups and Symmetry 1988. [1]
By measuring we ususally mean assigning a number to an object. For example,

Looking at these mappings more abstractly,

we can conclude that measurement values can be of different types, like integers and real numbers in the above
examples. But why stopping here? We can assign to objects more complex measurement values, like structured
sets. As far as they capture some key properties of the objects, we can call all these maps measurements. For
promoting the idea of measurements with general algebraic objects see [11].
For instance, we can measure how symmetric the regular polygons are by their symmetry groups (Fig. 2.1).
Similarly for regular polyhedra (Fig. 2.2), and of course for higher dimensional regular objects.
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Figure 2.1. Regular polygons have symmetry groups from the same family, the dihedral
groups. These groups contain a mirror symmetry on the axes indicated and the
clockwise
rotations.

Figure 2.2. Symmetry operations flip and rotate generate the symmetry group of the
tetrahedron,
. After fixing a numbering of vertices these operations can be described as
permutations. Here the flip on the left is
and rotation on the right is
.

We can also measure the symmetry of some combinatorial objects if the symmetry operation is some
rearrangement of the elements. A function
on the set is called a permutation if it is one-to-one
and onto (therefore it is invertible, a bijection). Examples in cyclic notation:
,
, meaning that
,
,
,
,
under , and
,
,
,
,
under . Thus a permutation of set
is a symmetry of . Permutations can naturally be
combined just by executing them one after the other
. The group
contains the identity and inverse map
for each element , thus everything can undone within a group. A
permutation group is a set of permutations closed under composition (multiplication, usually denoted by ).
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The algebraic expression
, while

is clearly is invariant under all possible permutations of the set
only admits swapping
and
.

1.1. Historical Sources of Group Theory
The emergence of group theory follows a usual pattern. In different branches of mathematics groups
independently occured in different contexts, but the common pattern was not recognized immediately.
Following the description of [9], the concept of groups appeared in four different fields:
Classical Algebra
(Lagrange, 1770) Up to the end of the 18th century algebra was about solving polynomial equations.
Lagrange analyzed the existing solutions of cubic and quartic equations and also the general case. He
constructed a so-called resolvent equation:
1.
giving a rational function of the

roots and coefficients of the original equation;

2.
collecting the distinct values of this rational function when the

roots are permuted,

;

3.
the resolvent equation is

.

He showed that divides , which we now know more generally as the Lagrange Theorem, stating that the
order of a subgroup divides the order of the group. Lagrange did not mention the group concept explicitly,
that appeared only later in Galois‟ work. The key point is that the symmetries of a mathematical object
(here this object is an equation) are studied.
Number Theory
(Gauss, 1801) In Disquisitiones Arithmeticae groups appear in four different ways: the additive group of
integers modulo , the multiplicative group of integers relatively prime to , the equivalence classes of
binary quadratic forms, and the group of -th roots of unity. These are all abelian groups, i.e. the group
operation is commutative. However, there is no unifying concept, these groups are used only in numbertheoretical contexts.
Geometry
(Klein, 1874) Among the properties a geometric figure has, we are interested in those that are invariant
under some transformation. This way the transformation becomes the primary object of study. In Klein‟s
Erlangen Program he suggested that group theory is a useful way of organizing geometrical knowledge, so
he used the group concept explicitly.
Analysis
(Lie, 1874; Poincaré and Klein, 1876) Sophus Lie aimed to do similar things to differential equation as
Lagrange and Galois did to polynomial equation. Key problem is to find continuous transformation groups
that leave analytic functions invariant.
Beyond doubt doing mathematics requires the skill of making abstractions. If we were allowed to characterize
mathematics with only one trait, the term abstract would be the right candidate. However, it seems that certain
amount of time is needed to make important abstractions. First half of the 19th century mathematics already
produced different concrete group examples, but the concept of the abstract group only appeared at the end of
19th century. The early attempt in 1854 by Arthur Cayley, when he actually defined the abstract group as a set
with a binary operation, had no recognition by fellow mathematicians.
After the proper abstraction is made new specializations of the theory appear (e.g. finite, combinatorial, infinite
abelian, topological group theory).

2. Classifications
10
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Another (theoretical) activity that humans often do is classification. If we have many objects we try to classify
them, i.e. to put them in classes containing objects of the same sort. First we identify those with some superficial
difference (e.g. renaming its components) so they are essentially the same (up to an isomorphism), then we
collect those that are members of the same family, maybe differing in their sizes but their structure following the
same pattern.

2.1. Finite Abelian Groups
A very easy, exercise level classification is the one of the finite abelian groups.Any finite abelian group is
isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups (counters) of prime power order. The components are uniquely
determined (up to an reordering).

2.2. Wallpaper Patterns
Beautiful patterns can be created by repeating geometric motifs according to some symmetry. Color and the
artistic shape of the motif can be varied endlessly but the number of symmetry types are limited and can be fully
classified. There are 17 wallpaper symmetry patterns on the plane [13, 4]. Alhambra, the Moorish castle in
Granada (Andalusia, Spain) exhibits all these patterns. It is an interesting mathematical challenge for the tourists
to find all these patterns (a vivid description of this quest can be found in [5]). Why 17? The answer is a long
and subtle proof, but one underlying fact is that there are only a few tile shapes that can fit together to cover the
plane. In 3 dimensions there are 230 crystallographic groups.
The classification of wallpaper patterns is complete, so whenever we find a seemingly new pattern we can
always figure out eventually which of the seventeen cases (see Fig. 2.3) it belongs to.
Figure 2.3. The 17 wall paper symmetry patterns applied to a simple G letter. The patterns
were created by the Inkscape (http://inkscape.org) vector graphics editor.
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2.3. Finite Simple Groups
One of the most important achievements of mathematics is the classification theorem of finite simple groups, the
building blocks of symmetry.

2.3.1. Simple Groups
12
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We usually understand things by taking them apart until basic building blocks are found and we can recognize
the ways how these bits can be put together. This is how physics proceeds: from macroscopic objects down to
their constituent atoms, then from atoms to elementary particles. Mathematics applies the same method. For
instance, for integer numbers the prime numbers are the building blocks, and for building composite numbers
we use multiplication, which is repeated addition.
Figure 2.4. The parallel between the prime decomposition of integers and group
decompositions.

Natural Numbers

Groups

Building Blocks

Primes

Simple Groups

Composition

Multiplication/Division

Extension/Factoring

Since we use groups for measuring like numbers, we would like to do some similar decomposition theory for
groups as well (Figure 2.4). But what is a building block for a group of symmetries? It has to be a subgroup,
i.e. a subset that is closed in respect to the multiplication. Also, it could not be the trivial group (consisting of
only the identity) and group itself, just like we exclude 1 and
itself from the factors of the prime
decomposition. Moreover, it turns out that not any proper, nontrivial subgroup would do for dividing a group. It
has to be a normal subgroup. This means that taking the normal subgroup and its translates within the group,
and considering these as a new set of points to act on by the original group, we still get a group structure. This is
called the factor group. Then simple groups are that have no such normal subgroups.

2.3.2. The theorem
Any finite simple group is isomorphic to one of these:
1.
A cyclic group with prime order (counters modulo ). These are all abelian.
2.
An alternating group of degree at least 5 (permutation groups consisting of all even permutations on 5 or
more points).
3.
A simple group of Lie type, including both
a.
the classical Lie groups, namely the groups of projective special linear, unitary, symplectic, or orthogonal
transformations over a finite field;
b.
the exceptional and twisted groups of Lie type (including the Tits group which is not strictly a group of
Lie type).
4.
One of 26 sporadic simple groups.
In 2004 the last known gap of the proof had been filled, so we now believe that we have the proof for this
theorem. However, the proof is not a short one, it is written down in several hundreds of journal papers. There
are recent attempts to summarize the proof and to bring the topic down to textbook level [3, 14]. It is probably
not an exaggeration to say that even in the 21st century there is some danger in loosing some mathematical
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knowledge. The classification of finite simple groups is less attractive as it is seemingly “done, finished”,
therefore researchers and PhD students pursue other research directions and the old generations retire. So
despite the well-organized and fully electronic storage of mathematical texts we still may lack the persons
capable of understanding them.

2.4. Sporadic Groups
Figure 2.5. The sporadic groups. The lines indicate the subgroup of relation. Darker shade
indicates that a sporadic group is not a subgroup of any other sporadic group.

The sporadic groups are not in any families, they are unique and exceptional in every possible sense [2, 7]. Due
to their size we cannot represent them explicitly, for instance, by enumerating all elements, but we usually
characterize them as automorphism groups of some mathematical structures, following the guiding quote of
Hermann Weyl:
“A guiding principle in modern mathematics is this lesson: Whenever you have to do with a structure-endowed
entity S, try to determine its group of automorphisms, the group of those element-wise transformations which
leave all structural relations undisturbed. You can expect to gain a deep insight into the constitution of S in this
way.”[13]

2.4.1. Witt design –
We have 24 symbols and we make 8-tuples, octads from them such a way that each set of five symbols,
quintiples, lies in exactly one octad. Let‟s count the number of quintiples first. There are
. In each octad the number of quintiples is
. Let‟s
denote the number of octads by . Since each quintiples lies in only one octad we have the following equation:

thus

14
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If someone is not familiar with design theory, then this might be a little bit surprising since one would expect
this number a bit bigger as there are quite many quintiples of 24 symbols. However, one octad contains many
quintiples, so it is a very compressed structure. No wonder that this packed combinatorial object has so many
symmetries.

2.4.2. Leech Lattice – Sphere Packing in 24 dimensions
Figure 2.6. Sphere packing in 2 dimensions. The right pattern is the most efficient packing
method in the plane.
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Figure 2.7. The usual method of packing oranges or cannonballs gives the most efficient
packing in 3 dimensions.
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Sphere packing is an old problem of mathematics. The aim is to pack more spheres in the given volume. In 2
dimensions it is easy to see the solution Fig. 2.6. Kepler in 1611 conjectured that the most efficient packing of
spheres is exactly how one would arrange oranges in a grocery store (Fig. 2.7), but the final proof by Thomas
Hales in 1998 appeared only in 2005 [8]. We are also interested in packing in higher dimensions, not because of
higher dimensional oranges, but because the lattices defined by efficient packing can be used for error correcting
codes when transmitting information. Tight packings are hard to find in higher than 8 dimensions, but in
dimension 24 something extraordinary happens. Using the Witt design one can construct a lattice in which each
24-dimensional circle touches 196,560 others. In 2 dimensions each circle (2-dimensional spheres) touches 6
neighbours in the tightest packing. The construction is combinatorial, not geometrical anymore. Therefore
describing the position of a sphere we need a 24-tuple. Let‟s consider the neighbours of the sphere placed in the
origin (with 24 zero coordinates). The set of touching spheres have 3 subsets:
• Taking Witt‟s design, we put
or
negative signs is even, zero elsewhere.

in the coordinates chosen by the elements of an octad, the parity of

• 2 coordinates are

or

the remaining 22 coordinates are all zero.

• One coordinate is

or

the other 23 are

or

.

For instance, one from each group:

If we calculate the distance of these points from the center (just by using the Euclidean distance, the square roots
of the sums of coordinate squares) we get
in all cases. This means that they are the same distance from the
origin. Of course, by similar calculations we would still have to show that the spheres are separated and
neighbouring ones touch each other.
The automorphism group of the Leech lattice is another sporadic group,
Conway in 1968.

, discovered by John Horton

2.4.3. Moonshine Theory
Accidentally , in late 1970s John McKay found the number 196884 appearing in a number theoretical paper
([10] depicts the story in vivid details). This was indeed a totally unexpected connection between the monster
group and modular functions. John Horton Conway named it “moonshine” with the meaning of nonexistent,
foolish thing. The word also means illegally distilled whiskey – so one can see that mathematicians have a good
sense of humour.
Later it turned out that Moonshine is not just a coincidence, but the theory has connections with physics, so it
seems that somehow these giant algebraic structures are deeply engraved in our universe [6].

3. Summary
First thing we saw was that measuring can be considered generally and groups can measure the amount of
symmetry an object has. Next we defined what is being simple for a symmetry group. Finally classifying the
finite simple groups revealed some strange group structures and surprising connections with physics.
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Chapter 3. At the Border of
Reasonableness - From Irrational
Numbers to Cayley numbers
The evolution of the number concept is a result of a long process lasting for several centuries. The numbers we
talk about here were not known by the ancient Greeks (or rather they knew them to some extent but discarded
them as numbers). They considered only natural numbers and their ratios. Discovering the fact that the diagonal
of the unit square cannot be expressed as a ratio was shocking for them. In the first part we show that the ratio of
the lengths of diagonal and the side of a regular pentagon is irrational. Next we describe a procedure for
approximating square roots of numbers. Finally we show that there is further life beyond complex numbers: we
construct the algebra of quaternions and octonions. These two are already the achievements of the 19th century.

1. Pentagram and the golden section
”Those magnitudes are said to be commensurable which are measured by the same measure, and those
incommensurable which cannot have any common measure.” – This is the first definition of the Euclid‟s
Elements, Book X.
A segment of a line can be measurable by the line unit measures , if starting from one endpoint of
, one after the other along the line, we get the other endpoint:

by laying

where, for convenience, we use to refer to both the segment and its length. The segments
and is said to
be commensurable if they can both be measured with the same unit of measurement : that is, there exists
natural numbers
and such that
and
. In other words, two line segments are
commensurable, if the ratio of their length is rational. The method of finding a common measure of two line
segments, is the Euclidean algorithm. Assume that the segment
is the smaller, and take it away from the
larger
as many times as possible, until the residue left is smaller than . If this residue is , then

where

. Now we can continue in the same way:

where
. If
and are commensurable, then the process finishes after finite many
steps, so that there is a with
, and then the common measure of
and is . (We remark
that instead of segments, we can consider real numbers.) Greeks used to think that any two segments are
commensurable. Later they realized that the side and the diagonal of the unit square are not, therefore they did
not consider the length of the diagonal of the unit square as a number. It is easy to check that
and are
commensurable if and only if the continued fraction

is finite.
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The pentagram (i.e. the star-shaped figure formed by extending the sides of a regular pentagon to meet at five
points) was an important philosophical symbol of the Pythagoreans, for them it meant much more than a figure.
However, Hippasus found that two of the lines therein were incommensurable. Let us take the regular pentagon
in which all five diagonals have been drawn. The diagonals intersects
and
form a
smaller pentagon.
Figure 3.1. Pentagram

Evidently, each side of a regular pentagon is parallel to one of the diagonals, so the triangles
and
are similar and
. Furthermore, since
is parallel to
, and
is parallel to
, so
and
. Consequently, for any regular pentagon the ratio of the
diagonal and the side is equal to the ratio of the side and the diagonal-minus-side. Let us denote the diagonal by
, and the side , and let
. Then
and
. Forming the difference
, we have
and
. The process can be continued: in the th step let
. Then

and

. Thus, the Euclidean algorithm for

and
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and the continued fraction

never terminate, so the side and the diagonal of a regular pentagon are not commensurable. From the equation

it follows that

This ratio, which is an irrational number, is known as golden section.

2. Approximation of Square Roots
The iteration method below to find an approximate value of
and choose
such that

and does not let the error

Let
approximation of

so

was made in Mesopotamia. Assume that

in this estimate be more than . Then

the arithmetic mean of the two bounds. Since
by is

is a better approximation of

is a better approximation than
1).

than

,

and

and

, the error in the

. By continuing this process we get that

. We left to the reader to prove the convergence of the algorithm (see Exercise

It is likely that Mesopotamians obtained the surprisingly good estimation
They used the same process for estimation of

. In the first step choose
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by this method.

, then
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The next approximation value is

which is always greater or equal to

, because

There is another way to get the same approximation. Let us search the exact value of
. After squaring and rearranging we get
, and

Substituting

by

in the form

in the denominator we have the infinite continued fraction

whose first convergent is just the formulae
Applying this approximation process to

above obtained by the Mesopotamians.
, we get the following fractions:

We may conclude that the ancient Greeks have already known this method, because Archimedes estimated
as follows:

3. Life beyond the Complex Numbers
Sir William Rowan Hamilton was the first who introduced the complex numbers as ordered pairs of real
numbers. In his thesis written in 1833, Hamilton defined addition and multiplication in the following way:

It is easy to verify that the set
complex numbers.

is a field with respect to these operations, and it is called the field

of

Let us consider the subset

of . Clearly, the mapping
,
is an isomorphism, an embedding of the field into
the field . Thus we can say that every real number is complex number too, and if we add or multiply real
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numbers as complex numbers the result will be the same as if we carried out the same operations on real
numbers. Therefore, the real numbers can be identified with the elements of
, and instead of the complex
number
we will write . Set
. Then the complex number
can be expressed in the form

which is called the algebraic form of
. It is obvious that
. By the conjugate of the complex number
we mean the complex number
, and by its absolute value or norm the nonnegative real
number
. Then

for all

, so

is a composition algebra over the field

.

Looking at it from a different angle we can say that by fixing an
coordinate system on the points of the
plane we could define addition and multiplication operations in a way that the points of the plane form a field
with respect to these operations. Moreover, these operations induce the familiar addition and multiplication on
the axis. Or vice-versa: we extended the addition and multiplication on the
axis (the numberline) to the
points of the plane. Now the question is whether this is possible in the 3-dimensional space or not. So, can we
construct addition and multiplication such that these operations on the planes
and
they induce the
complex operations? Assume that this is possible. According to the above requirements

and

for all

. Let

Multiplying both side by

Hence

, and using the distributive law we have

, a contradiction.

3.1. Quaternions
In 1843 Hamilton realized that the generalization works for ordered quadruples. For a fixed
coordinate system of the four-dimensional space he defined an addition and a multiplication operation, which
induce the addition and multiplication of complex numbers on the planes
and
. Although
this multiplication is not commutative, but every nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse. This was the first
example for noncommutative division algebra. In the set
we can define the addition and multiplication as
follows:
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It is easy to verify that
the element

Therefore,

is an associative ring under these operations with unity
is

is an associative division algebra, which is called the algebra

As in the case of the complex numbers, the quaternion
furthermore, with the notations

, and the inverse of

of quaternions.

is identified with the real number

the element
can be expressed in the so-called algebraic form
Quaternions given in algebraic form can be easily multiplied by the relations

,

.

and by the distributive law.
Figure 3.2. The multiplication rule for basis elements of quaternions

For every quaternion
the quaternion
conjugate of , and the nonnegative real number
value of . The absolute value of the quaternions preserve the multiplication, so
over the field .

is called the
is known as the absolute
is also a composite algebra

3.2. Cayley numbers
In 1844, two months after the discovery of quaternions, John T. Graves notified Hamilton in a letter that he
succeeded in extending the construction in 8 dimensions, i.e. there is an 8-dimensional real algebra, in which
every nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse. In his answering letter Hamilton pointed out that this
algebra is not associative any more. Graves withheld the publication of these results so long that he lost priority.
These so-called “octonions” were also constructed in an article by Arthur Cayley in 1845. Though both
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Hamilton and Graves notified the journal about the preexisting results, still octonions are known as Cayley
numbers now.
Another possibility to get the quaternion from the complex numbers is to define the multiplication on the set
as follows (cf. (3.1)):

If
are quaternions, by the same formulae a multiplication on the set
we can introduced. We
should remark that in this case in the parenthesis on the right quaternions are multiplied, so their order is
important. This multiplication is distributive over the componentwise addition, therefore
is an algebra
over the field , whose dimension is 8. This algebra is called Cayley algebra (in notation ), its elements are
called of Cayley numbers or octonions. We show first that is not associative. Indeed,

and

where

are quaternions written in algebraic form.

Evidently,
number
Cayley number

is the unit element. The Cayley number
. It is easy to see that
has an inverse:

Denote by
the standard basis of the
uniquely expressed in the form

with

is called the conjugate of the Cayley
. Since
is real, it follows that every

vector space

. Then every Cayley number can be

. The next table contains the multiplication rule of the basis elements.
Figure 3.3. The multiplication rule of the basis elements of Cayley numbers

1

1
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An excellent visual aid is the Fano plane, which is actually a regular triangle with its altitudes and the circle
containing all the midpoints of the sides. We regard as a point the 3 corners, the 3 midpoints of the sides and the
center of the inscribed circle, and we regard as a line the point triples given by the sides, the altitudes, and the
inscribed circle. The points are identified with the basis elements (see Figure 3.4). Each pair of distinct points
lies on a unique line. Each line contains three points, and each of these triples has a cyclic ordering shown by the
arrows. If
and
are cyclically ordered in this way then
, and
.
Figure 3.4. Fano plane – The multiplication of the basis elements of the Cayley algebra

3.3. The closure of the number concept
It is a natural question that how far we can go with this generalization, and is it worth extending any further?
Let

be an algebra. The mapping

•
•

satisfying the properties

;
;

•
for any

is called an involution of

.

The above process can be summarized as follows: if we have an algebra over the field
(conjugation), and we define the addition, multiplication and conjugation on
as

with an involution

•
•
•
then
will also be an algebra over with unity
. This is the so-called Cayley-Dickson construction.
This construction led us from the real numbers to the Cayley numbers, but we must keep in our mind, that we
lost something at each step. Complex numbers cannot be made into an ordered field, furthermore, they are not
their own conjugates. The multiplication of quaternions is not commutative, the multiplication of Cayley
numbers is not associative. As Ferdinand Georg Frobenius proved in 1877, beyond the quaternion the
associativity cannot be saved.
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Theorem 3.1 (Frobenius theorem). If
is an associative finite dimensional division
algebra over the field , then is isomorphic to one of the following:
•

;

•

;

•

.

In 1898 Adolf Hurwitz showed that beyond the Cayley numbers we cannot expect much good.
Theorem 3.2 (Hurwitz theorem). If is a nonassociative composition division algebra
over , then is isomorphic to the Cayley algebra.

3.4. Four squares theorem
The conjecture that any positive integer can be represented as the sum of four integer squares has already been
known in the 1600 years, but it was proven first by Joseph Louis Lagrange in 1770. Lagrange‟s proof was based
upon an idea of Leonhard Euler. The next proof is due to Hurwitz, and it relies on the Hurwitz integers, which
are the analog of integers for quaternions.
We need the following statement.
Lemma 3.3. For any prime

there exists integers

Proof. This is evident for
modulo , then the values of

and

such that

. Let now
. If runs over a complete residue system
are the quadratic residues and . The number of the pairwise

incongruent quadratic residues modulo

is exactly

, so

has

pairwise incongruent values. The same is true for , and so, for
. Since there are
pairwise incongruent number modulo , the Pigeonhole Principle guarantees that there must
be and such that
and
give the same residues modulo , so the lemma is valid.
□
Theorem 3.4 (Four squares theorem). Any positive integer can be represented as the sum
of four integer squares.
Proof.

By the norm of the quaternion
. For all
we get

If
above it follows

we mean the nonnegative real number
, and

and

, then from the equations

This implies that it is sufficient to prove the four square theorem for prime numbers, after
which the more general theorem follows.
Denote by the set of all the integer combinations of the quaternions
. These
quaternions are known as Hurwitz quaternion or Hurwitz integer. It is easy to see that
is an
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associative ring with unity, and it has no zero divisors. Since is not commutative, we have
to distinguish left and right divisors. We say that the Hurwitz integer is a right divisor of the
Hurwitz integer , if there exist a Hurwitz integer such that
. If
is a right
divisor of the Hurwitz integers and , then is said to be a right common divisor of and
; furthermore, if is a right divisor of each right common divisor of and , then we say
that is the greatest right common divisor of and , in notation,
.
It is easy to prove that
determine all units of :

for every unit

, and by using this fact, we can easily

Now, we show that
is a right Euclidean ring with the norm
, that is: for all
there exist
, such that
, where
.
Indeed, let

with

, so

is not necessary to be a Hurwitz integer. Let

Then

We can choose the integers

such that

. Then

, and for

,

, and

Thus, is a right Euclidean ring, so any two nonzero elements have greater common right
divisor, which can be determined as the last nonzero reminder resulted from the Euclidean
algorithm.
Let

be an odd prime. By the previous lemma there exist

, such that

Set
. Since
is not a Hurwitz integer, does not divide either
or . Let
. Then
for any
. If was a unit, then would be a right
divisor of and , which is a contradiction. So,
. Furthermore,
and
divides
, thus is a right divisor of
. Since does not divide , so
cannot be a unit, hence
. Because of

we

get

.
.

where

So,

if

If

,

, so there exist integers
. Let

then

we

and
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such that

,
then
Otherwise,
,
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Then
integers, and

and

, furthermore, any component of
. The proof is complete. □

are

4. Exercises
1.
Prove that for any positive real number

is convergent, and its limit is

the sequence

.

2.
Apply Newton‟s method for finding successively better approximations to the roots of the function
, then compare the method with Mesopotamians‟ process for taking square roots.
3.
Prove the following identities discovered by Bhaskara in the 12th century. Express as the sum of two squares
roots the number

.

a.

b.

4.
Prove that

for all quaternions

.

5.
Determine the inverses of quaternions

and

.

6.
Show that the quaternion

satisfies the equation

and this equation has infinite many solutions.
7.
What is the center of the division algebra

?

8.
Prove that the quaternion

has infinite many square roots.
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9.
Show that the multiplication of Cayley numbers is alternative, that is: for any

the identities

hold.
10.
Prove that Figure 3.3 is true.
11.
Prove that the Fano plane is a projective plane.
12.
Define the notion of left divisor for the Hurwitz integers and show that the left and right divisors are not
always coincide.
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Chapter 4. The
“And he made a molten sea, ten cubits from the one brim to the other; it was round all about and his height was
five cubits, and a line of thirty cubits did compass it round about”. (Book of Kings, Chapter 7, verse 23)
We do not want to take a stand on whether this quote from the Bible contains a measure error or a
miscalculation, or the fraction is missed by rounding. In return for this we will prove a lot of statements about .

1. is irrational
Archimedes realized that in any circle the ratio of the circumference to the diameter is always the same constant.
The notation , the initial letter of the ordinary Greek word for circumference, was probably introduced by
Leonhard Euler, in 1737. By comparing the circumference of the circle with the total length of the sides of the
inscribed and circumscribed regular 96-sided polygon, Archimedes gave the following estimation for :
.
The fact that cannot be expressed as a quotient of two integers, had already been conjectured by Archimedes,
but it was proved first time by Johann Heinrich Lambert in 1766. He proved first that

and showed that the right-hand side of this equation is irrational for any nonzero rational number . Since
, it follows the irrationality of . However, this proof still requires a result of Adrien-Marie Legendre
about infinite continued fraction published in 1806. In the same work, Legendre also proved that
is irrational.
The next proof is due to Ivan Niven from 1947 [7].
Theorem 4.1.

is irrational.

Proof. Assume the contrary; i.e., there exist integers and , which may be taken without
loss of generality to be positive, such that
. For a given positive integer
let
,

and

where by

,

we mean the

-th derivative of . We are going to show that

is a positive integer. Since is a polynomial of degree , so
. Furthermore, we can apply the product rule for derivatives to get
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thus

For any

, the coefficient of the term

integer, which is zero for any
,
, so
the case when

On the other hand, if

. Therefore,

of the polynomial
, if

is

, where

is an

, further, in the case

, which is an integer. Consequently,
is an integer. Since
, thus
and
are integers as well. In
both
and
are positive, so we proved that
is a positive integer.
, then

If is great enough, then
integer. □

and

, and

, which contradicts to

, thus

being a positive

We can state a stronger result: is not just irrational, but transcendental as well, that is cannot be a root of a
nonconstant polynomial equation with rational coefficients. This was already conjectured by Euler, Joseph
Louis Lagrange and Legendre. Note that in that time (in the early 1800‟s), it was an open question if there does
exist a transcendental number or not. In 1844 Joseph Liouville proved that the ‟well-approximated‟ irrational
numbers are transcendental, for example, the number

is transcendental. The next milestone was the discovery of the transcendence of , after 29 years by Charles
Hermite. One year later, Georg Cantor proved that the set of transcendental number is uncountable, that is, the
most part of the real (or complex) number are transcendental. The transcendence of was proved first by
Ferdinand von Lindemann in 1882, by a refinement of Hermite‟s argument. We state here the theorem in a more
general form, without proof.
Theorem 4.2 (Lindemann-Weierstrass).
Let
algebraic numbers. Then there exists no equation
which
are algebraic numbers and are not all equal to zero.

pairwise distinct
in

Hence by putting
and
we obtain that
cannot be written as a quotient of algebraic
numbers, consequently,
cannot be algebraic. The case
shows that is transcendent. Recall that
. By squaring both sides we have
. Since is algebraic, so cannot be. The importance of
this result will turn out later.

2. Buffon’s needle problem
A needle is dropped on a board ruled with equidistant parallel lines. What is the probability that the needle will
lie across a line? This question was posed by Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon in 1777. It is perceptible
that the probability depends on the distance between the lines and on the length of the needle. A short needle
will mean for us that the needle cannot cross two lines at the same time.
Figure 4.1. Buffon‟s needle problem
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The problem is interesting but how come to the ? Buffon found that the probability in question is

which is surprising, because this means that one could approximate
experiment.

by performing the Buffon needle

The following solution for the "short needle" case was obtained by Buffon, from which the geometric
probability is originated.
Figure 4.2. Buffon‟s solution - the angle between the needle and the line
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Figure 4.3. Buffon‟s solution - geometric probability

Assume that the measure of the angle between the needle and the nearest line is . Then
needle crosses the line, then the distance between the midpoint of the needle is at most
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. If the
. So there is a one-

The

to-one correspondence between possible tosses and ordered pairs
The favourable outcomes can be represented by the area

, where

and the number of total outcomes is the area of the rectangle with sides
probability in question is

and

and :

.

. Therefore, the

The next proof was published first by Joseph Emile Barbier in 1860 [3].
If we drop any needle of length ( might be greater or less than ), then the expected number of crossing is

where is the probability that the needle will cross exactly lines. The probability we find (we get at least one
crossing) is thus
. If the needle is short, then obviously
and
. Applying the linearity of the expected value we get
. So, it is
enough to determine the expected value
of the number of crossing for needle of unit length.
Figure 4.4. Buffon‟s needle problem with a circle shaped needle

Let us consider now a circle-shaped needle of diameter . Evidently, its length is
. If we drop such a needle,
we always get exactly two intersections with the lines, so the expected value of the intersections is . The circle
can be approximated by an inscribed and a circumscribed -sided polygon. Denote by
the circumference of
the inscribed one. Since the expected value is linear, so the expected numbers of intersections of the inscribed
polygon with the lines is
, furthermore, every line which intersects the inscribed polygon, will also
intersect the circle, so
. Similar arguments lead to the equation
, where
denotes
the circumference of the circumscribed -sided polygon. Since

we have
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whence

. Keeping in mind that

, we get again the same probability

Before the reader decides to conduct this experiment to get approximate value for , we should remark that the
relative frequency of the observed event tends only very slowly to this probability. For instance, in a computer
simulation experiment made by the authors with setting
, the needle was tossed 10000 times and it
crossed a line 6305 times, which yield the (not really accurate) approximation
. In
, Mario
Lazzarini also performed the experiment, and he stated that tossing the needle of
times, it crossed the lines
1808 times. The length of the needle was
estimation

of the distance of lines. This yielded the surprisingly accurate

which does not imply a slow convergence. In that time the approximation

was already well known. If

the length of the needle is of the distance of lines, then the probability of the crossing is
. Repeat the
experiment times and assume that the needle intersects the lines times. Estimate the probability by the
relative frequency , and the

by the rational number

. Then

hence

If the number of the experiment is a multiple of
, then both sides are integer. If we drop the needle 213
times and it crosses the lines 113 times, then we obtain an estimation of accurate to six decimal places. If not,
we just do 213 more trials, and so on. Lazzarini performed exactly
trials. So, it is highly
suspicious that the experiment was not done in a random fashion.

VIDEO
Finally, we mention that Pierre-Simon de Laplace generalized the Buffon‟s needle problem to the case when we
drop the needle on a board with a grid of equally spaced parallel lines. If the distance between the vertical lines
is , the distance between the horizontal lines is , and the length of the needle is
, then the
probability that the needle will land on at least one line is

3. Formulas for
The first analytical formula for

was found by Vieta in 1579, it is an infinite product representation of .

Theorem 4.3 (Vieta’s formula).

It is interesting that probably this is the first infinite product in the history of mathematics, that is defined by the
following way.
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if the limit exists.
The proof of Vieta’s formula.
we obtain

By iterating

From the well-known formula

-times the trigonometric formula

follows by substituting

so

Taking the limit of (4.1) in

If we substitute

If

then

and applying (4.2) we obtain

into (4.3) then we get

, so

We substitute these into (4.4), and the proof is complete. □
Notation 4.4. Denote
( semi-factorial) the product of the numbers that are at most
and their parities are the same as of . If is even then
, if is odd
then
.
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John Wallis found the following formula in 1655.
Theorem 4.5 (Wallis’s formula).

Proof. First we compute the integral
parts implies

so for

, where

. Integration by

we obtain

From the recursion, using
if
The integrands in

and

we obtain

if

is even and

is odd.
are positive and monotone decreasing in , so for every

follows, so

That is

Both the left and the right sides of the inequality tend to
theorem completes the proof. □
James Gregory found an infinite series representation for

if

, thus the squeeze

in 1671, and Leibniz rediscovered it in 1674.

Theorem 4.6 (Leibniz’s series for ).

Proof. If

then

The above power series is uniformly convergent for all
can change the sum and the integral. Thus for all

on the interval
we obtain
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Let

The power series

is absolutely convergent on the interval

. For

we obtain

, this is an alternating sum which is convergent by the well-known
theorem of Leibniz. The power series
is continuous at from left (as this is the endpoint
of the set of
‟s convergence) by a theorem of Abel. Hence (4.5) yields

□
James Stirling expressed

by infinite series in 1730, in the same year Abraham de Moivre simplified the

formula. Moivre proved first that
with suitable constant
value
. First look at the following definition.
Definition 4.7.

Let

and

asymptotically equivalent, or
notation
for it.

. We say that

is asymptotic to

, if

, and Stirling determined the

and

are

. We use the

Theorem 4.8 (Stirling’s formula).

that is

The above asymptotic estimate for
need a definition.

is very useful both in analysis and probability theory. Before the proof we

Definition 4.9. Let
and
. We say that
(in words „
is big ordo
‟), if there is a constant
such that for all
we have
. For better understanding of the definition it is practical to solve Exercise
9.
Proof. First we prove that the limit
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exists, then we compute . Equation (4.6) is equivalent to

Thus we must prove first that the sequence

is convergent. We examine the difference
for
implies

Hence there exists

. The Taylor expansion of

such that for all

Thus the sequence
is monotonically decreasing if
is bounded from below. Equation (4.7) implies for all

, so it is enough to prove that

The proof of the last inequality is left to the reader, see Exercise 10. (We note that in 4.10 we
determine the exact value of

.) Thus for all

so the sequence is bounded from below, and the proof of the convergence is finished.
Now we determine . Let

then

. Applying Wallis‟s formula at the last inequality we obtain
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The proof is complete. □
Leonhard Euler proved in 1734 that:
Theorem 4.10 (Euler’s series).

This result is very important in math, among others, this yields
, the first non-trivial value of Riemann‟s
zeta function. There are several elegant proofs known, they cover a big part of analysis from double integrals to
complex analysis across Fourier series. The following proof is due to Akiva and Isaak Yaglom appeared in
1954. It uses elementary calculus and a complex identity.
Proof. First we prove that for all

The well known complex identity

implies (by taking the imaginary part of both sides)

Let for all

then
we obtain that for all

. Substituting

into (4.9) and dividing by

Let

a polynomial of degree , the set of its roots contains
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The inequality
exactly

The coefficient of

follows

, so the roots of

are

. Thus

in

equals

, so comparing the coefficients in

yields

Thus (4.8) follows. We need the following identity:

Applying the trigonometric identity
yield (4.10). It is well-known that
transformations follow

Apply (4.11) for

and adding
implies

to both sides of (4.8)
, so easy

‟s and sum up the inequalities. Using (4.8) on the left side and
on the right side we obtain

This implies

Both the left and the right sides tend to

if

, so squeeze theorem implies

. The proof is complete. □

4. Exercises
1.
We throw a point randomly on a square grid. What is the probability that the distance of the point from the
center point of a square is smaller than
of the unit distance?
2.
One grid divides the plane into unit squares ( ), the other grid into regular triangles ( ). What is the
probability that a randomly thrown coin (with unit diameter) covers a gridpoint?
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3.
We throw a coin (circular shaped) on a sheet of paper with a square grid. What is the probability of the coin
hitting a gridline?
4.
Let

and

half of the side of the inscribed and the circumscribed regular -gon respectively. Prove that

5.
Show that

.

6.

(*) Show that

. Hint: use the power series method introduced in 4.6.

7.
Determine

by the help of Stirling‟s formula.

8.
Find asymptotic expansion for

without factorials.

9.
Prove that (see Definition 4.9)
a.
,
b.

,
c.

,
d.

(*)

,

e.

(**)
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10.

(*) Give a short proof for
statement by induction.

. Hint: try to find a telescopic upper bound, or try to prove a stronger

11.
(**) Show that

Hint: use the method introduced in 4.10. (based on KöMaL)
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Chapter 5. Ancient Problems –
Modern Proofs
1. Three Ancient Greek Problems
In the first part of this chapter we discuss three famous ancient Greek problems. The first problem is “Squaring
the Circle”, which is synonymous to impossibility in everyday language. Is this justified?
Problem (Squaring the Circle (Quadrature)). Given a circle, is it possible to construct a
square with the same area as the circle itself by using only a finite number of steps with
compass and straightedge?
If we denote the radius of the circle by , then the problem becomes constructing a line segment of length
such that
, i.e.
. Setting the radius to 1 the question is whether we can construct the length
.
According to the legend the origin of the next problems is that there was an outbreak of plague on the island of
Delos, and the gods requested the doubling of a cube-shaped altar in a temple, in order to stop the plague.
However, fulfilling this wish was quite some trouble as the sculptors were not able to come up with the length of
the edge of the doubled cube. In Erathosthenes‟ dialogue (Platonikos) the builders turned to Plato with the
problem, but he said nothing more than that the aim of the gods was to encourage people to learn Mathematics.
No words on the solution though. So the task is the following:
Problem (Doubling the Cube). Is it possible for a given cube with edge of length to
construct another cube with edge of length such that the volume of this second cube is
exactly twice as big as the original cube‟s?
Clearly we have an equation
for describing the relation between and . An equivalent formulation
is that for a line segment of length can we construct a line segment of length
. Taking to be the unit
length, we need a line segment of length
.
Even for the ancient Greeks bisecting an angle was not a challenge any more. On the other hand, trisecting an
arbitrary angle was a problem with no solution (trisectio).
Problem (Trisecting an Angle). Is it possible to trisect an arbitrary angle?
The above problems are not exact enough unless we clearly define construction, i.e. what sort of tools we can
use and what operations are allowed. These were first described rigorously in Euclid‟s Elements. A construction
problem in the plane is nothing else than for given points, lines and circles we construct more of these objects
(being in certain relationships). Then we say a problem can be solved by Euclidean construction if by using a
straightedge and a compass we can solve it by a finite sequence of the following steps:
1.
Marking intersection points of given lines and circles.
2.
Drawing a line determined by two points.
3.
Setting the compass width to a distance between two existing points and using it as a radius to draw a circle
on a point as centerpoint.
By “marking” in the first step we mean that the intersection points of the already constructed objects are
considered existing points from now on. For instance the halving a line segment can be done by using euclidean
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construction. The two points to start with are the end points of the line segments. By the third step we can use
their distance and draw circles with this radius around the endpoints. We can mark the intersection points of
these circle by the first step. Then by the second step we can draw a line fitting these two intersection points.
This line is the bisector. Finally the midpoint is the intersection of the bisector and the original line segment.
Figure 5.1. Constructing the midpoint of a line segment

2. Former Attempts
In this section, without trying to be comprehensive, we mention a few attempts to solve the above problems. As
we will see they all transcend the boundaries of Euclidean construction.

2.1. Plane Figures Bounded by Arcs
In connection with squaring the circle first Hippocrates achieved some results approx. 2500 years ago. Though
he succeeded only for the “lunes” but not for the circle, still he was first to construct an equal sized square for a
plane figure bounded by arcs. One of his most famous observations is that the area of the right-angled triangle
equals to the sum of the areas of the lunes raised above the legs of the triangle.
Figure 5.2. The lunes of Hippocrates
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This can be seen immediately, since if we subtract the area of the circular segments (cut by the triangle from the
semicircle raised above the hypotenuse) from the area of the semicircles of the legs of the triangle, then we get
exactly the area of the lunes. Specially, if the triangle is isosceles, then the area of the lunes equal to the area of
the square, whose vertices are the midpoints of triangle sides‟ and the vertex of the triangle not on the
hypotenuse.
The next example is the squaring of a lune and a circle. Two concentric circles are given, such that the square of
the radius of the bigger one is exactly 6 times greater as of the smaller one. We inscribe a regular hexagon in the
smaller circle then we extend the rays
,
and
. The intersection points of these half-lines with the
bigger circle are , and correspondingly. On the base of the
isosceles triangle we draw a circular
segment that is similar to the one denoted by .
Figure 5.3. Quadrature of circle and lune
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Let
,
and
Moreover, the altitude of the

therefore

. The
and
regular triangles are similar, thus
triangle starting from vertex is

. Thus the ratio of the area

and

of ,

Let‟s denote the area of a lune by , and the are of the

.

similar circular segments is 3 and

triangle by . Then

therefore
. Adding the area of the inscribed hexagon to both sides, on the right we get the sum of
the areas of the lune and the smaller circle, on the left side we get the sum of areas of the
triangle and the
hexagon. It is not difficult to see that squaring these can be done easily.

2.2. Neusis Construction
In the following we assume that we can fit a line segment of given length in between two given lines, in such a
way that the line segment, or its extension, passes through a given point. This so-called neusis construction
cannot be done by the euclidean method, but can be constructed by a ruler on which we can mark distances on
and can be rotated around one of its points. We know from Archimedes that trisecting an angle is possible with
such a ruler.
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Figure 5.4. Trisecting an angle with neusis construction

Let be the angle to be trisected. From the vertex of the angle we draw a circle with distance marked on
the ruler. Then we can mark points , and , where is on the extension of the
ray of the angle. We
put down the ruler in such a way that one endpoint of the distance marked on the ruler is on the
half-line,
while the other one is on the circle. Moreover the ruler is also on point . This way we can draw the
line.
Let‟s denote the
angle by . Using that the triangles
and
are isosceles and the basic fact
that the external angle is the some of the two other angles we get that the external angle of of
is exactly
.

VIDEO
Nicomedes solved the problem of doubling the cube by neusis construction in the following way.
Figure 5.5. Nicomedes‟ doubling of the cube by neusis construction.
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Consider the rectangle
with sides of length and . Extend the sides
and
, but this latter only
towards point . Draw the half-line with endpoint and going through the midpoint of the
side. Denote
the intersection point of this half-line with the
line by . On the side
construct the
regular
triangle, and denote the altitude belonging to the side
by . Draw a line parallel with
from and the
draw a line going through , for which the segment between this and
, i.e. the length of the segment
is
exactly (neusis construction). Finally let
be the intersection point of
and
, and let be the length of
the segment
. From the similarity of
,
and
triangles we get that

Then by applying the intercept theorem to the

angle we get

thus

therefore the length of the
expression
we get

line segment is

. From the right-angled triangles

After squaring and reordering
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we obtain the above equation which compared to the first one gives

It was already recognized by Hippocrates, that for a given , the constructibility of the line segments and
satisfying the above equations is equivalent to the problem of doubling the cube. Surely, from the above
equation,
and
. Expressing from the first, then substituting into the second gives
. Thus the volume of the cube with edge is the double of the volume of the cube with edge .

2.3. Trisecting an Angle and Doubling the Cube with Origami
Origami (paper folding) is widely known but its possible mathematical applications are less recognized. Given a
square shaped sheet of paper the goal is to identify points and lines only by the means of folding. In all cases
one fold constructs one line. The edges of the sheet are also considered to be lines. The intersection points of
these already folded creases (given lines) are given or constructed points. The so-called Huzita-Hatori axioms
describe what is exactly meant by “folding” and what sorts of foldings are possible.
Figure 5.6. The 1st and 2nd axioms

1.
For arbitrary points

and

we can fold a line that contains both.

For arbitrary points

and

we can carry out folding that puts

2.
on

.

Figure 5.7. The 3rd and 4th axioms.

1.
For any two nonidentical lines

and

we can make a folding that puts on .

2.
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For a given point

and line

we can fold a line perpendicular to

and containing

.

Figure 5.8. The 5th and 6th axioms.

1.
For given and
contains .

nonidentical points and a line

For given and
and on .

nonidentical points and lines

we can make a folding such that it places

on and

2.
and

we can make a folding such that it places

on ,

Figure 5.9. The 7th axiom.

1.
For any point

, lines

and

we can make a folding, which places

on and it is perpendicular to .

It is easy to see that the foldings of axioms 5 and 6 cannot be done in all situations. Axiom 6 requires dexterity
of hands: we need to slide the paper to find the suitable position. It can be shown that this is equivalent to the
neusis construction.
Figure 5.10. Trisecting with origami.
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Let‟s start with a square shaped piece of paper, and following the figure 5.2.3 fold a line from the bottom left
corner. This line and the edge of the sheet form the angle , that we are going to trisect. Then we fold the
middle line
(parallel to the bottom edge of the sheet) and the quarterline closer to the bottom. By applying
Axiom 6 we make a folding that places the bottom left corner ( ) on
, and the midpoint of the left edge
is placed on the
line that forms the angle with the bottom edge. We show that the angle formed by the
bottom edge and the extension of the folded quarterline is exactly
.
Figure 5.11. Trisecting with origami; the proof

Using the notation of the Fig. 5.2.3,
perpendicular to the bottom edge. Moreover,
and
are congruent, therefore the lines

, where is the base point of the line from
is perpendicular to
thus the triangles
,
and
really divide into three equal parts.

Now we show Peter Messer‟s origami-based solution for the problem of doubling the cube. More precisely we
show how can we fold two line segments such that their ratio is
. First we show how can we divide the
square into equal parts with lines parallel to some edge of the square.
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Figure 5.12. Dividing a sheet of paper into three equal parts.

Following the diagram we first fold the
diagonal, then the
midline, finally the
line. Let‟s denote
by the base point of the altitude line belonging to the vertex of the newly formed
triangle, and let
. In this case
and
(if the edge of the original square is 1). As the triangles
and
are similar, we have
. From this we get
, the is one trisecting point of the
edge. The other one, as the midpoint of the
line segment, is easy to fold.
Now let‟s have square that is already divided into three equal parts by the above method.
Figure 5.13. Doubling the cube with origami

By Axiom 6 we can make a folding that places the point on
, and point on the line
. Then point
divides the edge
into two parts. It is left to the reader to prove that the ratio of these two parts is
.

2.4. Trisecting by János Bolyai
János Bolyai successfully solved the problem of trisecting an angle by using one branch of a hyperbola.
Figure 5.14. János Bolyai‟s trisecting method.
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Following the figure let‟s construct the angle to be trisected in an orthogonal coordinate system, then consider
the
hyperbola. One ray of the angle intersects this curve in the
point. Let‟s draw a circle with
centerpoint and radius
. This circle intersects the hyperbola inside of the angle in point
. We
claim that the angle formed by the
line and the axis is exactly one third of . Indeed, let denote the
distance and consider the
right-angled triangle. Then

and

Since

and

are the points of the hyperbola,

, i.e.

After rearranging we get
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Substituting the

i.e.

and

. Since

values taken from the

is an acute angle, thus

right-angled triangle we get

, so

.

3. The Theory of Euclidean Constructibility
For examining the question of constructibility in the euclidean sense we need to introduce a coordinate system
by choosing two given or constructed points. The line containing these two points will be the axis, the points
will be 0 and 1, and the perpendicular line at point 0 will be the axis. In this coordinate system points, lines
and circles can be described by numbers: a point by two coordinates, a line by the intersections with the axes, a
circle by the centerpoint and its radius. Using these numbers we generate a field , which will be called the
base field from now on. Clearly this will be a subfield of the real numbers containing the field of rational
numbers. Looking at the allowed constructions it is easy to see that determining the intersection of two lines and
the axis intersections of a line containing two distinct points require only the four basic operations, therefore the
generated field will not change after the construction. For determining the intersection points of a line and a
circle, or two circles and for drawing a circle calculating the radius require a second order equation, thus the
solution involves taking square roots. Then the smallest field that contains the intersections and the data of the
circle is the base field extended by corresponding square roots of the second order equation. Thus after each step
of the construction, either the field remains the same or it gets extended by the square roots of one of its
elements. This extension is clearly a second order algebraic extension.
Therefore is a construction is euclidean and we assign the generated field to each step, then we get a series of
fields

where every
is at most a second order extension of
and contains all the data to be constructed. Since
in the case of consecutive extensions the degrees are multiplied the following theorem is true.
Theorem 5.1. Let
be the smallest field that contains the given data of the problem, and
be the points to be constructed. The euclidean construction is possible only if
there exists a field extension of
such that contains all of
and its degree
is a power of 2.
We note, that if we assume normality of the extension of
(in order to have that we need to extend with both
roots of a second order irreducible polynomial, it again will be a second order extension), then the converse of
the theorem is also true. It follows from normality that the order of the Galois-group of the extension is a
power of 2, thus it is solvable. Then has a normal series

such that the order of its factors is 2. The series of intermediate fields

has the property, that
is a second order extension of
, therefore we can get
from
by the
adjunction of the square roots of one of its elements. To complete the proof, we have to show that the sum, the
difference, the product, the quotient and the square roots of given points can be constructed in the euclidean
way, since in that case all elements of , containing the data of the aimed shapes, can be constructed. The
details are left to the reader.
For the sake of completeness, we give the necessary and sufficient conditions for constructibility in two
different form, the second one can be presented in secondary school.
Theorem 5.2. Let
be the smallest field that contains the given data of the problem, and
be the points to be constructed. The euclidean construction is possible if and
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only if there exists a normal field extension
and its degree is a power of 2.

of

such that

contains all of

Theorem 5.3. Assume that we have a line segment of unit length. Then the line segment of
length can be constructed if and only if there is a finite sequence

such that every element is a root of such an equation of first or second order and the
coefficients of this equation can be derived from previous elements by the four basic
operations.
Moreover, the Mohr-Mascheroni theorem states that any geometric construction that can be performed by a
compass and straightedge can be performed by a compass alone (of course, we cannot draw a line by compass,
by construction of a line we mean the construction of two points of the line). This result was originally
published by Georg Mohr in 1672, and independently discovered by Lorenzo Mascheroni in 1797. Furthermore,
the Poncelet-Steiner theorem states that whatever can be constructed by straightedge and compass together can
be constructed by straightedge alone, if given a single circle and its centre. This result was conjectured by Jean
Victor Poncelet in 1822, and proven by Jakob Steiner in 1833.

4. Solutions
As we have already mentioned, squaring the circle is nothing else than for a given unit length constructing a line
segment of length
. The base field is the field of rational numbers (only 0 and 1 are given) and we have to
construct
. It is well-known that is a transcendental number (not algebraic), i.e. it is not a root of any
polynomial with rational coefficients, therefore the same is true for
. Thus
is not an element of any
extension of . So we conclude that squaring the circle is not possible by euclidean construction.
Similarly in the case of doubling the cube we have to construct a line segment of length
. Since
is a root
of the polynomial
, which is third order and irreducible over the rationals, thus the degree of the
algebraic number
is 3, therefore it cannot be contained in any field extension of degree some power of 2. So
doubling the cube is not euclidean constructible.
Finally we discuss trisecting an angle. Here the very first question is that what sort of data can represent an
angle. It is not difficult to see that the angle can be constructed if we can construct a line segment of length the
cosine of the angle. In fact, if an angle is given, using the vertex as the centerpoint we draw a unit circle, then a
line perpendicular to one ray of the angle from the intersection of the other ray and the circle. The distance
between the vertex and the intersection of the perpendicular and the other ray of the angle is exactly the cosine
of the angle. If we want to prove that trisecting an angle is not possible then it is enough to show that we cannot
construct a line segment of length
, since obviously trisecting
would not be possible. By using
trigonometric identities from

we get

Denoting

and after rearranging we get the equation

Using some well-known method (e.g Rolle Theorem) we can check that this equation has no rational root, thus
the polynomial on the left side is irreducible over the rational field. Therefore again we would have to produce
an algebraic number of third order, but that cannot be in any extension of with degree of some power of 2.

5. Constructibility of Regular Polygons
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The problem of constructibility of regular polygons, or with other words, dividing the circle into parts with
equal area, is very similar to the previous problems. Clearly for halving the circle one needs only a diameter, for
dividing into four parts we need a second diameter perpendicular to the first one. Dividing into 6 parts is also
easy: with the radius we draw a circle on an arbitrary point of the original circle. We draw more circles using the
new intersection points as centerpoints. At the end of this process we will get 6 intersection points and these
connected to the center will divide the circle into equal parts. Connecting the neighbouring intersection points
we get a regular hexagon, while connecting every other points yields a regular triangle. Obviously, if we divided
the circle into parts, then by bisecting the arcs, dividing the circle into
is easy to do.

5.1. A Method for Constructing the Regular Pentagon
The following method was discovered by Hippasus in late 5th century BC. Let‟s consider the
pentagon.

regular

Figure 5.15. Constructing the regular pentagon

The triangles

are

similar due to the equality of their angles. Thus

, so

It is clear that if by knowing we can construct distance satisfying the above ratio, then the pentagon with
side can also be constructed. Using Pythagoras‟ theorem and the equation
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we get that if the lengths of the legs of a right angled triangle are and then the hypotenuse‟s length is
.
We know the lengths of the legs, so the triangle is constructible, and the solution is the difference of the
hypotenuse and the smaller leg.

VIDEO

5.2. The Construction of the Regular Pentadecagon
This construction is included in Euclid‟s Elements (Theorem IV. 16.) The task is to construct a regular
pentadecagon (15-gon) inside a circle.
Figure 5.16. Constructing a regular pentadecagon

Let‟s mark a point on the circle‟s perimeter and construct those regular triangles and pentagons that have
as a common vertex. Let a neighbouring vertex of in the pentagon and the triangle‟s next vertex (in the
same direction). Then the
arc is one fifth, while
arc is one third and the
arc is of the whole
circle. Let be the midpoint of
. Then drawing the
and
segments, and continue drawing chords of
the same length we get exactly the inside 15-gon.
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VIDEO

5.3. Conditions for the Constructibility of Regular Polygons
The problem of constructibility of regular polygons was solved by Gauss at the end of the 18th century. At the
same time he gave the construction of the regular 17-gon. This result is especially important, since it is a fusion
of algebra and geometry.
Before the actual theorem we have to introduce quickly the Fermat-primes. In 1654, in a letter sent to Pascal,
Fermat claimed that numbers of form
are primes for all natural number . It is easy to check, that this
works for
. However, in 1732 Euler showed that for
the formula gives a composite
number:

therefore Fermat‟s statement is not true. It is not true to the extent, that since then we found no more primes of
this form (apart from the ones listed above). It is an open problem, whether there exist more or not. If yes, are
there infinitely many or just finite number of them? Even though there are not many of these primes, they are
actually quite interesting, as we will see for instance in Gauss‟ next theorem.
Theorem 5.4.

The regular
, where
nonnegative integers.

-gon

is euclidean constructible if and only if
are distinct Fermat-primes and
are arbitrary

Proof. Constructibility of the regular -gon is equivalent to the constructibility of the
angle, or the

line segment. Consider the complex th roots of unity.

It is well-known that the polynomial which has the -th primitive roots as its roots (the socalled cyclotomic, circle dividing polynomial), has integer coefficients, degree
where
is the Euler function, and it is irreducible over the field of rational numbers (see for instance
[7] Theorem 3.9.9.). If we extend the rational field by one of these roots, then the extension
will contain all the others, since they are powers of each other. Thus is in the normal
extension of degree
of the rational field, therefore it is constructible only if
is a
power of 2. As known, in case of

can be a power of 2 only if the odd prime factors are of form
proof we have to show the itself is also a power of 2. Assume that
is odd. Then

which is divisible by

, therefore

. To complete the
, where

cannot be a prime. □

Everyone learns during studying Math how to construct angles of degree 60 and 90. Clearly these can be halved
and multiplied by copying repeatedly.
Corollary 5.5. Let be a given natural number. An angle of degree
constructed only if is divisible by 3.

can be euclidean

By the previous theorem a regular 120-gon can be constructed since
. The central angle
belonging to one side is , which is also constructible. Copying angles can be done in the euclidean way, thus
any angle can be constructed which is the multiple of .
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If divided by 3 gives remainder 1, i.e.
, and it is constructible, then by the constructibility of
,
would also be constructible and thus the regular 360-gon as well. However this contradicts the previous
theorem, since
. Similarly for
.

6. Exercises
1.
We are given a piece of paper with a square grid on it and a straightedge. Can we construct the third vertex of
the regular triangle based on one side of a square?
2.
Show that the following construction can be done by using the euclidean method.
a.
Bisecting a line segment and an angle.
b.
Copying a line segment and an angle.
c.
Drawing a perpendicular to a line from points on the line and outside of the line.
d.
Drawing a parallel to a line containing a point not incident with the original line.
3.
Using euclidean construction divide a line segment into

equal parts!

4.
Given the unit and line segments of size

and . Construct line segments of the following sizes!

5.
Given the unit segment, is it possible to construct a line segment of size

?

6.
Draw a semicircle on a line segment
such that the centerpoint is the midpoint of the segment and the
radius is
. Then another semicircle at the bottom side with the same centerpoint and radius
. Finally draw semicircles on the line segments
and
. Prove that this shape, called
salinon (salt cellar) by Archimedes, has the same area as the circle with diameter
! (Fig. 5.17)
Figure 5.17. Salinon
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7.
Consider the
right-angled triangle and the altitude belonging to the vertex . Let the base point be .
Then draw semicircles on the hypotenuse and on the line segments
and
(same side). Archimedes
called this shape arbelos (shoemaker‟s knife). Show that this shape‟s area equals to the circle with diameter
same as the
altitude. (Fig. 5.18)
Figure 5.18. Arbelos
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8.
We know that
is constructible and
constructed. With these, prove 5.5!

is not. Euclid already knew that the regular pentagon can be

9.
Show that if and are relative primes, and regular
-gon is also constructible.

-gon and -gon are constructible, then the regular
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Chapter 6. “I created a new, different
world out of nothing”
János Bolyai is an important figure in the history of Mathematics (both in Hungary and internationally). There
are many books containing his biography, and even some novels in literature praise his achievements. His name
is connected with the creation of absolute, or non-Euclidean geometry. However he worked in number theory as
well (see research by Elemér Kiss [6]). Here we briefly introduce non-Euclidean geometry then we describe
some of Bolyai‟s proofs for some theorems from number theory.

1. The absolute true science of space
The earliest known systematic discussion of geometry appeared in Euclid‟s Elements. The main idea is the
axiomatic treatment of the topic: we start with a selection of basic notions, and a few statements about these
notions. These statements are accepted to be true and are called axioms. Any notion defined later are given by
its logical relationships with existing notions (ultimately the basic notions). Theorems then are derived by
logical reasoning from axioms and theorems already proved.
According to Definition 1 of Euclid‟s Element Book I:
“Parallel straight lines are straight lines which, being in the same plane and being produced indefinitely in both
directions, do not meet one another in either direction.”
Proposition 28 states that:
”If a straight line falling on two straight lines makes the exterior angle equal to the interior and opposite angle
on the same side, or the sum of the interior angles on the same side equal to two right angles, then the straight
lines are parallel to one another.”
The converse of this statement was made a postulate and not a theorem. This is Euclid‟s fifth postulate (or
Axiom XI).
Axiom. “That, if a straight line falling on two straight lines make the interior angles on the
same side less than two right angles, the two straight lines, if produced indefinitely, meet on
that side on which are the angles less than the two right angles.”
So, Proposition 28 guarantees the existence of a line that can be drawn parallel to another given one by an
external point in the plane, the postulate in turn supposes the uniqueness of this parallel line. Since this postulate
does not seem self-evident it is of much more sophisticated nature than the others, for a hundreds of years many
attempts were made to prove the fifth postulate from the other ones. Most of these attempts contained a mistake,
other ones resulted only to an alternative to the postulate. An example for such an equivalent statement: there is
at most one line that can be drawn parallel to another given one by an external point in a plane. This is because
the fifth postulate is also called parallel postulate. There were mathematicians who supposed that the parallel
postulate is false and wanted to find a contradiction. Johann Heinrich Lambert, who proved the irrationality of
the numbers and , belonged also to them, he got a series of propositions that would be true if the parallel
postulate were false, and not a contradiction. However, he did not believe in the truth of the obtained results, he
did not recognize the possibility of a new geometry. Presumably this was the case for Carl Friedrich Gauss as
well.
The main achievement of János Bolyai was the construction of a geometry without the parallel postulate, so
basically this geometry does not say whether the postulate is true or not. Euclidean and non-Euclidean
geometries are special cases of this so-called absolute geometry. Both cases are consistent and thus logically
possible. “I created a new, different world out of nothing” – he commented his own result in a letter sent to his
father on 3, November 1823. This theory was outlined in 1832, as an appendix to the book Tentamen by Farkas
Bolyai, entitled “The absolute true science of space” (Scientiam Spatii absolute veram exhibens).
Figure 6.1. János Bolyai: The definition of parallel lines
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The Appendix consists of 4 parts and it has 43 paragraphs. The first paragraph contains the definition of parallel
lines. Consider a line and point not on the line. If we draw a half-line from that intersects and we rotate
the half-line (i.e. we move the intersection point on to infinity), then there will necessarily be a case when the
half-line does not intersect any more. Bolyai calls this limit line parallel to . The fifth postulate is equivalent
to the statement that this limit case is exactly the case of being a right angle. But this is allowed to happen
earlier if we consider the remainder axioms. Then due to symmetry reasons there exist at least two lines parallel
to through . This is the so-called hyperbolic geometry. Bolyai does not consider any one of these cases to be
the right one, but rather he constructs ”the absolute true science of space”, in which the statements are valid both
in Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry. Next we describe a statement of such generality.
Theorem 6.1. Let the sides of a triangle have length
opposite angles, respectively. Then

where

and

and , and let

and

denotes the circumference of the circle with radius

or .

be their

In the Euclidean geometry, the circumference of the circle with radius is
, so there the theorem yields the
well known sine law. According to the §29, if the distance between the point and the line is , and
,
then

where is a so-called hyperbolic constant, which is independent of the choice of the point and the line. By §30,
the circumference of the circle with radius is

so the sine law for hyperbolic triangles:
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By the equation 6.1, if
or
, then
. In the Euclidean geometry
, thus the hyperbolic
plane “locally” looks Euclidean, therefore the Euclidean geometry can be seen as the limit case of the
hyperbolic one.
Finally we mention, that the discovery of non-Euclidean geometry is often attributed to the Russian Nikolai
Lobachevsky and even to Gauss himself. Deciding precedence is beyond the scope of this chapter and we
recommend the interested reader the book by Elemér Kiss [6]. However, the discovery of absolute geometry is
solely Bolyai‟s work.

2. About Fermat pseudoprimes
The so-called Fermat‟s little theorem, which states that if the integer

cannot be divisible by the prime , then

was conjectured by Pierre Fermat in 1636, but he did not prove that. Probably, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
proved this theorem first, in an unpublished manuscript sometime in 1600‟s. Can we use this theorem to
determine if a number is prime or not? Is it true that if satisfies the congruence above, then needs to be a
prime? János Bolyai illustrated the negative answer by the following example: if
and
, then
is divisible by
, and
is not prime. Indeed,
, so

hence we can get that
by squaring both sides of the congruence. Bolyai stated in a
letter sent to his father that he obtained this example „not without theoretical considerations”. This quote
probably refers to his following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Let

and

be primes and

an integer not divisible by either

or . If

then

As a proof, we present Bolyai‟s original argument. According to Fermat‟s little theorem,

Raising both sides of the first congruence to the power
we obtain

Since

and

, and those of the second one to the power

are different primes, the congruence
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holds for any suitable

and . Multiplying this congruence by

we get the desired congruence, so it is enough to find conditions that ensure the validity of 6.4. By (6.2) there
exist integers and such that
and
, so (6.4) holds if and only if

which is equivalent to the validity all the congruences
theorem is true.

and

Bolyai, by investigating the case
, could arrive at the primes
and
, hence by the theorem,

,

. So, the

. Then
.

Let us remark that the theorem for only the case
is known by Sir James Hopwood Jeans, who published it
[5] decades after the death of János Bolyai. The composite number which is coprime to an integer
is
said to be (Fermat) pseudoprime to base , if
. The 341, the smallest example for
pseudoprime to base 2, was already known before Bolyai: Pierre Fréderique Sarrus discovered it first in 1820.
Bolyai also showed that the number
trivial congruence

is a pseudoprime to base 2, as well. He started from the

raised both sides to the power , then to the power

Since

he arrived at the congruence

is a composite number,

is a pseudoprime.

3. Fermat’s two squares theorem
Theorem 6.3. An odd prime
if
.

can be expressed as a sum of two integer squares if and only

This theorem also by Fermat was first solved by Fermat himself or by Leonhard Euler using the so-called
„descente infinie” principle (different sources disagree on this). Since then many different proofs were devised.
Bolyai gave 4 proofs, and we describe one of these. The starting point was a statement that Bolyai knew from
Gauss‟ „Disquisitiones Arithmeticae”, just like the theorem to be proved. We prove this statement with an
alternative proof.
Lemma 6.4. If

is a prime of the form
.

, then there exists an integer , such that

Proof. Indeed, let
. If we multiply every factor of the product
-1, then the product does not change. Furthermore,
any
, thus

where the last congruence is guaranteed by Wilson‟s theorem. □
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As we will see later, in the proof of the two squares theorem Bolyai uses the arithmetic of the Gaussian integers
. Today it is well-known that this set is an Euclidean ring, thus we can build in it an
arithmetic analogous to the rational numbers, i.e. there is divisibility, remainders, greatest common divisor,
primes, etc. As the name suggests, in the
ring this theory was worked out by Gauss, but according to mail
archives it seems that Bolyai also constructed the same independently.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let is a prime of the form
. By the previous lemma, there
exists an integer , such that divides
. In the Gaussian integers we can write

Evidently,

does not divide either

or

, because

is not a Gaussian integer. Thus, is not a Gaussian prime. Then
product of two Gaussian integers different form
and
:
conjugating both sides, we obtain
, and

Since

and

, we have

can be written as then
. By

.

The converse is trivial, remainder when a square is divide by 4 must be 0 or 1, so the possible
reminders of the sum of two squares numbers are
or . So, integer of the form
cannot be a sum of two squares. □
Bolyai also proved that the expression is unique up to re-ordering the summands. Assume that there exists
another expression for :
. Then

Hence

is a divisor of the Gaussian integer
, so it can be written as
, where
and
are divisors of the Gaussian integers
and
,
respectively. Then
and

Since is a prime, it follows that
or
. The first equation yields that one of
, the other is
; and similarly for the other equation. Therefore,

are Gaussian integers. Denote one of them by
is
. This implies
only in the ordering of the square numbers.

; then the other is
, where

and

is

, and by (6.5), the product of them
. Thus the two decompositions differ

Finally, for completeness we state the theorem for arbitrary positive integer. For the proof we refer the reader to
[3].
Theorem 6.5. A positive integer can be expressed as a sum of two squares if and only if in
the prime factorization of every prime of the form
has even exponent.
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4. Exercises
1.
In the usual version of Euclidean geometry prove that the sum of the inner angles of a triangle is
find that in exactly which step the parallel postulate was used.

, then

2.
Prove that 561 is pseudoprime for any values of

(Carmichael number).

3.
(**) Prove that a positive composite integer is a Carmichael number if and only if
all prime divisors of , it is true that
divides
(Korselt‟s criterion).

is square-free, and for

4.
Prove that, if for a positive integer
2.

the number

is not prime, then it is pseudoprime to base

5.
Show that

is prime if and only if

6.
Prove that the set of integers which can be expressed as the sum of two squares is closed under
multiplication.
7.
(*) Is it true that the set of all the integers of the form
fixed positive integer?

is closed under multiplication, where

is a
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Chapter 7. The fundamental theorem
of algebra
The fundamental theorem of algebra states that every nonconstant complex polynomial has a complex root.
The fundamental theorem of algebra. If
there exists
such that
.

is a nonconstant polynomial, then

The theorem has many proofs, but almost every of them applies methods from analysis, and even the most
algebraic proof uses analytical tools. In this chapter we give a short introduction into the history of the proof,
and we give several proofs by the help of some areas of the mathematics. Besides to prove this important
theorem our aim is to present different techniques of algebra, topology and complex analysis.

1. The history of the proof
Solving polynomial equations was a very important practical problem also in the antiquity. Until Gauss
everybody considered under polynomial a polynomial with real coefficients, but it is a not too strong restriction.
The solutions of the quadratic equations had been also known for 3600 years by the Babylonians. Cardano
published a process for solving cubic equations in 1545. Cardano‟s student, Ferrari generalized the method, and
gave formula for the solution of polynomial equations of degree 4. Ruffini and Abel made clear at the beginning
of the 19th century that no similar formula for equations of degree 5 exists, so other type of ideas are needed for
the proof.
Peter Roth stated in his book Arithmetica Philosophica (1608) that equations of degree of the form
have always at most roots. Albert Girard wrote in his book “L‟invention nouvelle en l‟Algčbre” (1629) that a
polynomial of degree has always exactly roots, except the polynomial is „not complete‟, that is it has a zero
coefficient. It seems us from the details, that he thought that this statement is always true. He proved that the
polynomial
is although not complete, but has 4 roots, namely , ,
and
. Girard did not state that the roots must be complex. In the 17th century the investigation of the
continuous functions led to the fact that a real polynomial of odd degree always has a real root.
In 1746 d‟Alembert made the first serious attempt to the proof. His plan is to decrease the absolute value of the
polynomial until it reaches zero. In 1749 Leonhard Euler proved that every polynomial of degree 6 has a
complex root. In the general case he tried to factorize the polynomial of degree
into two polynomials of
degree , but his proof was very sketchy, some details missed. Joseph Louis de Lagrange made a great progress
by the perfection of Euler‟s proof, but he could not avoid using fictive roots. (By modern terminology, his roots
were from a field extension of , not necessarily from .) In 1795 Pierre Simon de Laplace came up with a
wonderful algebraic proof, but his roots were also fictive.
Carl Friedrich Gauss found 4 proofs for the fundamental theorem of algebra in his life, and 3 were absolutely
correct from them. He published the first proof in 1799 in his doctoral thesis, where he tried to found the roots
by the intersection of the curves given by the function equations
and
, but there are gaps
in his topological proof. He published two correct proofs in 1816, the first one is purely algebraic, and the
second one uses complex analysis. His proof dates back to 1849, it is about complex polynomials, and the
method is similar to his first proof. R. Argand found a simple proof in 1814, but he could not prove that
attains its minimum. Louis Augustin Cauchy gave a very similar proof in 1821, but he could not verify the same
statement, too. The reason of this defect is that analysis had not have a precise basis in the early 19th century.
Before the proofs we enumerate some extremely important corollaries of the theorem.

2. Corollaries
We mention three important corollaries, that are equivalent to the fundamental theorem of algebra.
Corollary 7.1. The polynomial

of degree

is representable in the form
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where

are the roots of the polynomial and

is the leading coefficient.

Proof. We prove by induction on the degree. For
the theorem holds. Suppose that the
theorem is trivial for degree
. Let
be of degree . The fundamental theorem of
algebra implies that
has a root, say
. According to the Euclid‟s algorithm, that
, where
is a polynomial of degree
with leading coefficient
. By the inductional hypothesis
, so

Corollary 7.2. Every nonconstant polynomial
of degree or .
Proof. The above corollary implies
is a real factor. If is not real then
with
suitable

is a product of real polynomials

. If
is real, then
, see Exercise 1. Then
.
Thus
is a real polynomial of
degree 2. Thus a real root means a factor of degree 1, and a complex root with its conjugate
mean a factor of degree 2 in
.□
is a root of

Corollary 7.2 implies the following.
Corollary 7.3. The irreducible polynomials over the reals are of degree 1 or 2.

3. Elementary analytical proof
Our first and most elementary proof due to Argand from 1814.
The proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra. First we prove that the
function

attains its minimum at a point
. It is clear that
if
, see Exercise 2. Hence the infimum of
is the same as its infimum on a closed
ball centered at the origin with large enough radius. On this closed ball the continuous
function
attains its minimum at a point
, so
a minimum point of
on the
whole . We prove that
. Assume to the contrary that
. Then for the
polynomial

we have
exponent of

where

, and the minimum value of
, that is

. Let

be one of the

roots of

equals . Let

and let

Then
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where
. Clearly the minimum value of
is . We will see that the minimum
value of
is smaller than , and this leads to a contradiction. From the triangle inequality
it follows that for all

Let

,
such that

. Since
. Then

is continuous and

, there exists
, so

a contradiction. □

4. Algebraic proof
Our second proof is based on Laplace‟s work from 1795. The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader,
see Exercise 3.
Lemma 7.4. For every

the followings hold.

1.
for all

.

2.
if and only if

.

3.
If

then

.

The proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra. First we prove that if every nonconstant
real polynomial has a complex root, then every complex polynomial has, too. Let
a nonconstant polynomial, and let

Lemma 7.4. 3. implies

so from Lemma 7.4.2. it follows that
that
.
Hence
follows,

in

the

. By our condition there exists

, that is
, or
second case applying
, so
is a root of

Lemma
.

such

. In the first case the statement
7.4. 1. for
yields

At this point it is enough to prove that every nonconstant real polynomial have a complex
root. Let
. Let
, where is odd,
we prove by induction on . If
then
is a real polynomial of odd degree, so it has
a real root, see Exercise 4. Suppose by induction that the statement holds for all
re, where is odd. Let
is of degree
. Let be the splitting field of
over
, in which the roots are
. We prove that at least one of these roots is complex. (In
fact every root is complex, but it is enough to prove this for one.) Let
be fixed, and let
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We will show that
. The coefficients of
are symmetric polynomials of
. By the fundamental theorem of symmetric polynomials these coefficients can be
expressed by a real polynomial of the following elementary symmetric polynomials.

Hence it is enough to prove that the above elementary symmetric polynomials are reals. The
‟s are roots of
, so comparing the coefficients of
yields that for every

Thus

follows.

The

, and there exist finitely many pairs
such that

Thus

of

is

, where is odd. From the
has a complex root. Thus there exist
‟s

inductional hypothesis it follows that
depending on such that

This is true for every
and

degree

and

follows. Then

, so there exist

implies

. Let

The complex quadratic polynomial
is complete. □

has two complex roots, so

and the proof

5. Topological proof
Let
be the complex unit circle. The basis of the topological proof is the so-called
winding number, roughly speaking it is the following. If
is a continuous map, then we count
(according to the direction) the number that
go around the origin if go around
in positive direction.
The difficulty of the precise definition is that the argument function
is not continuous,
we cannot define the angle continuously on the whole
. First we will define continuous angle functions
on „sectors‟.
Definition 7.5. Let
be an open, connected, proper subset of . Then the union of
the half-lines going from the origin through the points of is called a sector. Clearly a sector
is an open connected subset of the plane.
Figure 7.1. A sector
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We can define a continuous angle function on a sector , precisely there exists a continuous function
such that for every
we have
, see Exercise 5. Then
holds for all pair
, where
is the directed angle between the
vectors and .
Notation 7.6. For every
denote by
the closed arc from to . If
and
then let us denote by
the closed ball around with radius .
Definition 7.7. Let
called an -division if
sector
such that
map
is

be a continuous map. The set
is
and for all
there exist a
, where
. The winding number of the

Figure 7.2. A curve with winding number 2
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In the above definition
does not play a distinguished role, we can define winding number of an arbitrary
continuous function defined on a closed curve. We will prove that the definition is correct, that is there exist divisions and the value of the winding number does not depend on the choice of the divisions. For the proof of
the existence of an -division we need the so-called Lebesgue lemma.
Lemma 7.8 (Lebesgue). Let
open subsets of the plane with
every
there exists an

be a continuous map. Let
be
. Then there exists
such that for
such that
.

Proof.
Assume to the contrary that no such an
does exist. Then for every
there is an
such that
is not covered by any . The compactness of
implies
that the sequence
has a convergent subsequence, so we may assume that
. We may suppose
, because
of and the openness of
imply that for large enough
contradiction. □

we have

. The continuity
,a

Theorem 7.9. The winding number is well defined and it is an integer.
Proof. Let
be a fixed continuous map. First we prove that there exists an
-division. Let
be sectors such that
. The Lebesgue lemma
implies that there exists an
such that for all
we have
or
. Let
such that
and
. Then the above implies that
is an -division.
We prove that the winding number
does not depend on the choice of the -division. Let
and
be arbitrary
-divisions, where
and
are the sectors witnessing these facts. Let
and
be the winding
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numbers defined by these divisions. First assume that
be an arbitrary fixed number. Suppose that
Then it is enough to prove for
that

The definition of the -division implies
continuous angle function on the sector . Then

so (7.1) follows. In the general case let
divisions
and
the first case implies

the

and

. Let

be a

be the common refinery of the . Then
is also an -division, so
. Thus the definition is correct.

We prove that
is an integer. Let
be the sectors witnessing this and let
functions on them. Then

so it is enough to prove that
.
By

. Let
.

definition

be an arbitrary -division. Let
be continuous angle

of

is a multiple of
for every
the
angle
function
, so the proof is complete. □

The following lemmas are visually evident, but the precise proof is a bit technical.
Lemma 7.10. For the map

,

we have

Proof. Let
, where
. Then
centered at the origin, so it is a subset of a sector. Thus
all
we have

.
is a half-circle
is an -division. For

, so from the definition of the winding number

Lemma 7.11. If
, then

are continuous maps such that for all
.
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Proof. Let
be sectors with angle
such that
Lebesgue lemma forces that there exists an -division
there is a
such that
inequality
implies that for every
with angle
such that
and for every
such that
. Hence
division. Let
be continuous angle functions for all

. The
such that for every
. The
there is a sector
there is a
is also a . Then

and the analogous statement is true for , too. Thus it is enough to prove that for every
we have

Both side is a multiple of

, so the equality follows from the inequalities
and
,
that follow from the condition of the lemma. □
Let

be the closed unit ball centered at the origin.
Lemma 7.12. Let
satisfies

be a continuous map. Then the restricted map
.

Proof. Let
winding number of the map

be the circle with radius , and denote by
the
defined on a circle of radius . First we prove that the map

,
and the fact that
distance of
there is an
and
at

.

The map
and
. Then

is continuous. Let

be fixed. Then

is compact (as it is a continuous image of a compact set) imply the
and the origin is positive. Hence the uniform continuity of implies that
such that if
then the angle of the correspondent points of
is less than
. Lemma 7.11 follows
was arbitrary, so is continuous.

is continuous and its range is discrete, so

is continuous

is constant. The uniform continuity of

imply that for small enough
we have
is an
-division for arbitrary
. Thus

, so

for a suitable sector
, and it witnesses that
.□

, so

The preparation is finished, we are ready to prove the fundamental theorem of algebra.
The proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra. Assume to the contrary
that the nonconstant polynomial
has no complex root. We may suppose that the
leading coefficient is , that is
. First we prove that
there is a number
such that for every
we have
. Let
. Then for
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Let

be the circle with radius
centered at the origin. Let
,
and
. Inequality (7.2) implies that for every
we have
. Hence
is in the open ball centered at
with radius
. Thus
, so Lemma 7.11 implies
. The
fact
ensures that the winding number of is the same as of the map
defined on the unit circle. From Lemma 7.5 it follows
, so
.
Let
be the closed ball with radius centered at the origin. The
polynomial
, so

has no complex roots, so
, a contradiction. □

. Then Lemma 7.12 implies

6. Methods from complex analysis
The generalization of polynomials in complex analysis is the so-called entire functions, functions that are
differentiable on the whole . One can prove that entire functions are the same as the complex power series that
are convergent on the whole plane, so entire functions are differentiable arbitrary many times. One can prove
Liouville‟s theorem based on the theory of complex integration, we omit the proof.
Theorem 7.13 (Liouville). Every bounded entire function is constant.
The proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra. Assume to the contrary
that the nonconstant polynomial

is nowhere zero. Then

,

is an entire function, and if
then
, see Exercise 2. Thus
is bounded, so it is constant by Liouville‟s theorem. Then
is also constant, a
contradiction. □
More complex analysis knowledge (residue theorem, theory of Laurent series) are necessary for the proof of
Rouché‟s theorem, so we state it without proof.
Theorem 7.14 (Rouché). Let the circle and its interior (that is the bounded component of
its complement in this context) be in the domain . Let
and
be analytic functions
on . Suppose that they are closed to each other on in the sense that for all

Then the functions

and

has the same number of roots with multiplicity inside .

The proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra. Let
be a nonconstant complex
polynomial. We may suppose that its leading coefficient is
, that is
. Let
and
. Then the degree of
is less than the degree of , so on a big circle (centered at the origin) for all
we have
, see the end of the topological proof for the details.
Rouché‟s theorem implies that
has the same number of roots inside
as
. This number is
, and the proof is complete. □
Using deeper methods one can prove more, as a generalization of the fundamental theorem of algebra one can
factorize every entire function. This is a celebrated theorem of Weierstrass.

7. Exercises
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1.
Show that if

is a root of the polynomial

, then

is also a root.

2.
Show that if

is a nonconstant polynomial and

, then

.

3.
Prove Lemma 7.4.
4.
Show that every real polynomial with odd degree has a real root.
5.
Let

be a sector. Prove that there exists a continuous angle function on
such that for every
we have

, that is there exists a function
.

6.
Let

be a nonconstant polynomial. Show that the range of

is the whole

.
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Chapter 8. Hilbert’s problems
The second International Congress of Mathematicians was held in Paris in August, 1900. David Hilbert gave a
talk on 8 August, where he presented ten problems of the most important open problems. He published later an
extended list containing 23 problems. These problems made a great influence on the whole mathematics of the
20th century. We present some of them, and we show the proof of the easiest, third problem.

1. Is every nonnegative polynomial a sum of squares?
The history of Hilbert‟s 17th problem goes back to the end of the 19th century. Hermann Minkowski asked the
following question.
Question (Minkowski).
(

Let be a nonnegative real polynomial of variables, that is
for all
. Do there exist polynomials
) such that
?

From now we assume that every polynomial has real coefficients. From other point of view the question is the
following: does the nonnegativity have a purely algebraic reason? Hilbert proved in 1888 the Minkowski‟s
conjecture, that is the answer, that the answer is negative. His indirect proof is not constructive, it only shows
the existence of such a bad polynomial. The first explicit construction is due to T. S. Motzkin from 1967, we
will present his beautiful proof at the end of the section.
Hilbert‟s 17th problem asks whether every nonnegative polynomial is a sum of squares in the following weaker
sense.
Hilbert’s 17th problem. Let be a nonnegative real polynomial of variables, that is
for all
. Do there exist ratios of real
polynomials of
variables
(
) such that
?
Hilbert‟s 17th problem was answered affirmatively in 1927 by Emil Artin, such a decomposition always exists.
The proof uses modern and deep results of algebra, so it is not available for us. Let us note that Artin‟s proof is
an existence proof, it does not help us to find the ‟s.
Our aim is to answer Minkowski‟s question.

1.1. One-dimensional case, positive answer
It is natural to ask, what can we say for Minkowski‟s question in the one-dimensional case (that is
show that the answer is affirmative!
Theorem 8.1. Let
be a nonnegative real polynomial. Then
as a sum of the squares of two polynomials.

can be written

Proof.
Let
values. If

be a nonnegative polynomial. If

is constant, then

, so

is a good decomposition. If
is of degree 2, then

is of degree 1, then

attains negative

The nonnegativity of

implies

and

, so
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satisfy

For the general case let us consider that the set of polynomials that can be written as the sum
of two squares are closed under multiplication.

this is the so-called Lagrange‟s identity. Let
be a polynomial with degree
, and
assume by induction that the statement is true for polynomials of degree less than . Then it is
enough to prove that
is a product of nonnegative polynomials of degree less than ,
because they are sum of squares by induction, and Lagrange‟s identity (8.1) shows the
decomposition for their product,
.
First assume that

has a real root

with multiplicity

Substituting
we obtain
imply that there exists
such that for all
the same sign. The nonnegativity of
guarantees that
, so is even, let
. Then

. That is

. The continuity of
and
the numbers
have
have the same sign for all

so
follows
for all
. The continuity of
implies
for
all
. Hence
is a product of two nonnegative polynomials of smaller degrees, so the
proof is complete in the first case.
Now assume that
has no real root. The fundamental theorem of algebra states that there
is a root
, and the conjugation of
implies
. Thus
is an
another root of
, and
follows
. Let

The roots of
and
for all

are roots of
, so there exists a polynomial
such that
. Euclid‟s algorithm shows that division of
with
is the same over
, so
. The leading coefficient of
is positive and it has no real root, so
for all
. Hence
,
and
imply
, so
is a product of two nonnegative polynomials of smaller degree. □

1.2. Two-dimensional counterexample
We cannot factorize higher dimensional polynomials, since the fundamental theorem of algebra has no higher
dimensional analogue, so the above proof does not work. We prove that the answer for Minkowski‟s question is
negative already in dimension two!
Theorem 8.2. There exists a polynomial of two variables that cannot be written as a sum of
squares of polynomials.
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Proof. We use the AM-GM inequality, that is the following. If
nonnegative real numbers, then

Let us apply this with

Multiplying both sides by

is nonnegative for all
contrary that

The polynomial
Substituting

,

and
and
in

! We obtain

and ordering imply that the polynomial

. We show that

is not a sum of squares. Assume to the

(

) can be at most of degree 3.

into (8.3) yields

hold for all
and
. Thus the
are bounded, so they are constant. Hence the coefficients of
‟s are zeros, so for all

Let us look at the coefficients of
coefficient is
, in
these we obtain

and

has degree , so
into (8.3) yields

Similarly, substituting

so
polynomials

for

are

at both sides of (8.3). In the polynomial
this
‟s these are
, so in the polynomial
this coefficient is
. Comparing
, contradiction. □

1.3. Exercises
1.
(**) Is it true, that every complex polynomial
can be written as the sum of the squares of two
complex polynomials? Is this true also in higher dimensions?
2.
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Let
case?

,

be complex numbers. What does the Lagrange‟s identity (8.1) mean in this

3.
(*) Let us find different proofs for the AM-GM inequality (8.2).
4.

Every natural number is a sum of squares, the decomposition
is straightforward. Can
every natural number be written as the sum of fixed number of squares? How many squares are sufficient in
general? Find the related theorem in this lecture notes.

2. Prime problems
Hilbert‟s 8th problem concerns with prime numbers, it includes the Riemann hypothesis and Goldbach‟s
conjecture.

2.1. Goldbach’s conjecture
Christian Goldbach wrote a letter to Euler in 1742, in which he proposed the following. He stated that every
integer greater than 5 can be written as the sum of three primes. Euler pointed out that it is equivalent to the next
conjecture.
Goldbach’s conjecture. Every even integer greater than 2 can be written as the sum of two
primes.
The problem is still open, only partial results are known. Probably the strongest results are the followings.
Theorem 8.3 (Chen Jingrun, 1973). Every even integer greater than 2 is a sum of a prime
and a number that is either prime or a product of two primes.
János Pintz showed in 2004, that much of the even numbers are a sum of two primes in the following sense.
Theorem 8.4 (Pintz, 2004). The number of even integers less than
two primes is at most
, where is a fixed constant.

that are not the sum of

The ternary Goldbach conjecture states that every odd integer greater than 5 is the sum of three primes. It is
essentially solved, Ivan Matveyevich Vinogradov proved the following theorem.
Theorem 8.5 (Vinogradov, 1937). There exists an integer
number greater than is the sum of three primes.

such that every odd

By the above theorem, it is enough to check the conjecture for only finitely many integers. The only problem is
that is so large in the above theorem that we cannot do it even with computers.

2.2. The Riemann conjecture
The Riemann conjecture is one of the most important and most challenging problem of our times. Hilbert said:
„If I were to awaken after having slept for a thousand years, my first question would be: Has the Riemann
hypothesis been proven?‟ For understanding the question we start at the beginning. Prime numbers seems to
locate irregularly between integers, but we can find important asymptotic rules.
Notation 8.6. Let us denote by

the number of primes not larger than .

Gauss browsed prime tables from his young ages to find the rules of the distribution of prime numbers.
Figure 8.1. Approximation of
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When he was 15 (in 1792) he observed the following regularity. Let
be positive integers. If
enough‟ and
is „large enough‟ according to , then the number of primes between
and
. The choice
yields the approximation
real order of magnitude of
.

is „large
is about

. Pafnuty Chebysev proved in 1848 that is the

Theorem 8.7 (Csebisev, 1848). There exist constants

such that for all

Gauss conjectured more, that the ratio of
and
tends to 1, when tends to infinity, in other words they
are asymptotically equivalent. This is the extremely important prime number theorem, first proved
independently by Hadamard and de La Vallée Poussin in 1896.
The prime number theorem (Hadamard and de la Vallée Poussin, 1896).

Searching a proof for the prime number theorem had a great influence on the whole mathematics, it became the
most important question of the
century. This problem inspired the paper of Bernhard Riemann in 1859.
The paper concerns with the so-called zeta function, that is the following. Let be a complex number. If
, then the sum
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is absolutely convergent. One can prove using complex function theory that
has a meromorphic extension
to the whole plane with a simple pole at
. The connection between prime numbers and the zeta function is
given by the following formula, which was found by Euler.
Theorem 8.8 (Euler, 1749). If

then

Proof. As a sum of a geometric progression
prime numbers
form

we obtain

. Multiplying both sides for all

on the left side. On the right side all terms are in the

, where the

‟s are primes and the

‟s are natural numbers. The

fundamental theorem of number theory implies that these terms generate
all
, so the sum on the right side is
. (We used that
convergent by
, so we can rearrange the sum.) □

exactly once for
is absolutely

Riemann pointed out in his paper that the distribution of the zeta function‟s zeros is related to the distribution of
the primes, but he did not prove his statements. This correspondence with complex function theory led to the
proof of the prime number theorem at the end of the
century. Prime number theorem is equivalent to the
following claim: The zeta function has no zeros at the line
. The Riemann conjecture is a stronger
statement about the zeros of the zeta function.
The Riemann hypothesis (Riemann, 1859). All the non-trivial zeros of the zeta function has
real part
, formally

In the language of primes it means the following. Gauss suggested a more precise formula for
so-called logarithmic integral

, this is the

(Here
, this is why the integral starts from 2.) The observations show that the function
is a
much more better approximation for
than
, it seems that nearly a half of its digits are the same.
This is an equivalent form of the Riemann conjecture.
The Riemann hypothesis, equivalent form. For every
that for all

there is an

such

The next, easily understandable conjecture is stronger than Riemann‟s one.
Conjecture 8.9. There always exists a prime between consecutive squares.
The Riemann hypothesis is also one of the seven Millenium Prize Problems, the Clay Mathematical Institute
offered a 1 million dollar prize for its solution.

2.3. Exercises
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1.
Prove that if Goldbach‟s conjecture is true, then the ternary Goldbach conjecture is also true.
2.
If we want to write numbers as a sum of two squares instead of primes, then it leads to a classical result.
What is this result, in other words which integers are the sum of two squares? Find the related theorem in this
lecture notes.
3.
(*) Prove without the prime number theorem that

, that is

.

4.
Prove by the prime number theorem that for large enough there always exits a prime between and .
(This statement is true for all , this is the famous theorem of Chebyshev.) Find asymptotic expansion for the
number of primes between and .
5.
Estimate the probability that a randomly chosen integer from the interval

is prime.

3. The continuum hypothesis
Hilbert‟s first problem is about set theory, advanced by Georg Cantor in 1877. Before the problem we present
some important ideas in set theory. Cantor‟s most important result is the concept of cardinality, which measures
the largeness of a set. It is defined by the following equivalence relation.
Definition 8.10. We say that the sets
bijection
. Let us denote by

and have the same cardinality, if there exists a
the cardinality of the set .

The cardinalities of finite sets equal if they have the same number of elements. Thus it seems natural to denote
the cardinality of a set with elements by . Similarly, by maps we can define also the relations
between
sets.
Definition 8.11. The cardinality of the set is less than or equal to the cardinality of , if
there exists an injective map
. We denote it by
. The cardinality of is
less to the cardinality of , if
and
, so there exists an injection
, but there is no bijection between and . We denote it by
.
The law of trichotomy is not clear, namely do
and
imply
? The following
theorem solves this problem, the statement is found by Cantor in 1883, but the proof due to Friedrich Schröder
and Felix Bernstein. We also omit the proof.
Theorem 8.12. Let
and
be arbitrary sets. If there exist injections
, then there exists also a bijection
.

and

In the finite case the above are not surprising, if
and
are the two sets,
then the map
,
is an injection, and clearly there is no bijection, one element of cannot
have a pair. Thus the definition implies
, but the inequality
is quite natural.
For infinite sets it leads to paradox statements. In Galilei‟s book, Dialogue of two world systems, Salvieti and
Sagredo are arguing, whether there are more natural numbers than squares? Sagredo points out that most of the
natural numbers are not squares, so the answer is affirmative. Salviati shows that the map
,
is a bijection between the natural numbers and the squares, so the sets have the same size.
Following Cantor‟s concept, the sets have the same cardinality.
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The so-called Hilbert‟s paradox of the Grand Hotel is similar. Consider a hotel which has infinitely many rooms
indexed with the natural numbers, and every room is occupied. Suppose a new guest arrives and wishes to be
accommodated in the hotel. The new guest suggests that the guest from room 0 should move to room 1, the
guest of room 1 to room 2 and so on. Then the new guest can occupy the empty room 0, the problem is solved.
The counter-intuitive points are in both cases that a proper subset of an infinite set can have the same cardinality
as the larger set.
Definition 8.13. We say that a set is countably infinite if there is a bijection between its
elements and the natural numbers, in another words we can enumerate its elements. We
denote the cardinality of countably infinite sets by .
To make the theory more interesting, there are other types of infinite cardinalities. It is quite natural to analyze
the cardinality of the integers, rational and real numbers. The cardinality of the integers is also , it can be
enumerate as
. Determining the cardinality of the rational numbers is a harder nut to
crack, that is the following theorem about.
Theorem 8.14 (Cantor, 1873). The set of rational numbers is countably infinite.
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove that
is countably infinite. Write every number
in the form
, where
and
. The map
,
is an injection, so
. Thus it is
enough to prove that
is countably infinite. We enumerate the elements of
. First we enumerate the pairs where the sum of the coordinates are 2, then the pairs
where
the
sum
is
3
and
so
on.
Hence
the
enumeration
is
. Visually we walk along the right
upper quarter of the integer lattice of the plane starting from the point
.□
The following theorem of Cantor is quite surprising, the cardinality of the reals is not
proofs for this important theorem.

. We give two different

Theorem 8.15 (Cantor, 1873). The set of real numbers is not countably infinite.
Proof.

Assume to the contrary that the set of real numbers is countably infinite. Then
is also countably infinite, let
be an enumeration of it. Write the ‟s
into a form that contains infinitely many nonzero digits. We can do this uniquely, for example
. Let

Let
be a number such that
and
for all
.
Then
, and contains infinitely many nonzero digits. The indirect condition implies
that there exists
such that
. The unique description of these numbers implies
that the
digit of equals with the
digit of , that is
. This contradicts the
construction of , the proof is complete. □
Our second proof uses a clever idea from analysis.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that
is an enumeration of the reals. Let us choose
a nonempty closed and bounded interval
such that
. Then choose an another
nonempty closed interval
such that
. Generally, in the
step choose a
nonempty closed interval
such that
. Cantor‟s intersection theorem states
that a decreasing nested sequence of nonempty compact intervals has nonempty intersection,
so let
. Then
imply that
for all
, so the real number
is not in the above enumeration, contradiction. □
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Definition 8.16. We call the cardinality of the real numbers continuum after Cantor, and we
denote it by .
Definition 8.17. Let

be a set. Let the power set of

be the set of all subsets of

, namely

At this point we know two infinite cardinal numbers, we can construct arbitrarily large cardinal numbers using
the following theorem.
Theorem 8.18. For every set

we have

.

Proof. If

then the statement is trivial, so we may assume
is clear, assume to the contrary that there exists a bijection
us look at the following subset of .

Since

is a bijection there exists

such that

. The inequality
. Let

.

First assume that
contradiction.

. Then the definition of

Finally, assume that
also a contradiction. □

. Then the definition of

follows

follows

,

, it is

Then it is easy to see that
, see Exercise 3. Cantor conjectured that there is no cardinal number
between
and , this is the continuum hypothesis.
Continuum Hypothesis. There is no cardinal number

such that

The problem was solved in a strange way. Kurt Gödel proved in 1940 that the conjecture cannot be disproved.
This means that if one adds the continuum hypothesis to the standard axioms of set theory, no contradiction
occurs (assuming that the standard axioms do not lead to contradiction). Paul Cohen proved in 1963, by
inventing a technique called forcing, that continuum hypothesis cannot be proved with the standard axioms of
set theory. This type of statements are called independent, that is they can neither be proved nor be disproved
using the standard set theoretic axioms.

3.1. Exercises
1.
Prove that countably many new guest can be also accommodated in Hilbert‟s Grand Hotel.
2.
Find a bijection between the interval

and

.

3.
Prove that

!

4.
What is the cardinality of the set of complex numbers?
5.
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(*) We call a real number algebraic if it is a root of a polynomial with integer coefficients. What is the
cardinality of the set of the algebraic numbers?
6.
(**) What is the cardinality of the set
a. of the

functions,

b. of the continuous

functions?

7.
We can define the sum of the cardinalities
,
and
. Let
depend on the choice of the sets and .

and

by the following way. Choose two sets and such that
. Prove that this is a correct definition, it does not

4. Decomposing polygons and polyhedra
Hilbert‟s third problem concerns with decomposing polyhedra. We need the following definitions.
Definition 8.19. We say that two polygons/polyhedra are equidecomposable, if one can split
them into congruent, non-overlapping polygons/polyhedra. We say that two
polygons/polyhedra are equicomplementable, if one can make them equidecomposable by
adding congruent polygons/polyhedra.
Clearly, equidecomposable objects are equicomplementable, but the converse is not so easy.
The problem of equidecomposability of polygons was solved in the early
Bolyai, Paul Gerwien and William Wallace.

century independently by Farkas

Theorem 8.20 (Bolyai, Gerwien, Wallace). Two polygons are equidecomposable if and
only if they have the same area.
Proof. Clearly, the equality of the areas are necessary, so it is enough to prove that two
polygons with the same area are always equidecomposable. Let and be two polygons, we
denote by
that and are equidecomposable. Let us denote by
that they are
congruent. We prove the statement via several steps.
(i) First we prove that is an equivalence relation. Reflexivity and symmetry clearly hold, for
the transitivity assume that
and
. Then the definition of
implies that
there exist non-overlapping polygons
and
such that

Similarly

yields that
such that

there

exist

non-overlapping

polygons

and

We may assume that the polygons
are convex for all
, if not then we can split them
into triangles by diagonals, see Exercise 1, and we exchange the polygons for these triangles.
Let
and similarly
be the appropriate isometries
. It is easy to see that
is a decomposition
of

into non-overlapping parts for all

. Thus
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decomposition of
decomposition of

into non-overlapping parts. Similarly,
into non-overlapping parts. Hence

are decompositions of
that

and

into non-overlapping parts. Then the isometries

is a

show

.

These show that and are equidecomposable, we must prove only that the
‟s are non-degenerating polygons. Since
and
are polygons, that is also
. If it
degenerates into a line segment, a point or it is empty, then we can delete its from both sides
of (8.4). The remaining terms (8.4) show a decomposition of and into congruent, nonoverlapping polygons. Thus
, and we proved that is an equivalence relation.
(ii) Let
be an arbitrary triangle, we show that it is equidecomposable with a rectangle.
Let
the longest side of the triangle and
is the midline parallel with
. Let be a
perpendicular foot on
. Let be the intersection of the line segments
and
. Let
be the reflection of through the point
and be a reflection of through the point
. The congruent triangles
and
;
and
show that
is
equidecomposable with the rectangle
.
Figure 8.2. Decomposing a triangle into a rectangle

(iii) We prove that two parallelograms with a common side and equal heights are
equidecomposable. We may assume that the parallelograms are
and
, in
addition
and
are on the same line. First assume that
intersects
, we may
assume that
is on
. The congruent triangles
and
show the
equidecomposability of the parallelograms
and
.
Figure 8.3. Decomposing a parallelogram into an another parallelogram
(intersecting case)
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In the general case choose parallelograms
,
such that
,
, the points ‟s and
‟s are on the same
line, and
intersect
for all
. The first case implies
. Since
is an equivalence relation, so
, that is
.
Figure 8.4. Decomposing a parallelogram into an another parallelogram
(general case)

(iv) We show that every rectangle is decomposable into an another rectangle which has a side
of unit length. Let
be a rectangle with
and
. We may assume
that
. First we prove that if
then
is decomposable into an another
rectangle which has a side of length . Let us choose the points
and
on the line
determined by
such that
and
is a parallelogram. The
parallelograms
and
have a common side and equal height, so (iii) yields
. Let and be the points on the line determined by
such that
is a rectangle. The parallelograms
and
have a common side and
equal height, so (iii) implies
. The relation is equivalence relation, so
, and the rectangle
has a side
of length .
Figure 8.5. Decomposing a rectangle into an another rectangle
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In the general case
implies that at least one of the inequalities
and
hold. If
, then the above argument implies that
is decomposable into an another
rectangle which has a side of unit length. If
, then
is decomposable into an
another rectangle which has a side length . The area of this rectangle is the same as of the
first one, that is , so the another side of the rectangle is of length 1.
We are ready to prove the theorem. Let
be polygons with equal areas. Decompose
into triangles by its diagonals. (ii) implies that every triangle can be decomposed into a
rectangle, and from (iv) it follows that every rectangle can be decomposed into a rectangle
which has a side of unit length. Putting together the rectangles we obtain that
is
decomposable into a rectangle
which has a side of unit length, that is
. Similarly,
there exists a rectangle
which has a side of unit length such that
. The condition
implies that and have equal areas, so the areas of
and
coincide. Since both
and
have a side of unit length and they have equal areas, so they are congruent.
Summarizing
, that is
, and the proof is complete. □
The analogous problem according to polyhedra was mentioned first by Farkas Bolyai around 1830, and it can be
find in two letters of Gauss from 1844. The motivation is the following. If two polyhedra with the same volume
are always equidecomposable, then we obtain an elementary proof for Euclid‟s theorem XII.5. that tetrahedra
with the same base and height have the same volume. It would also give a new, constructive definition for the
volume of polyhedra that do not use continuity arguments.
Hilbert conjectured that polyhedra with the same volume can be not equidecomposable, moreover they can be
non-equicomplementable.
Hilbert’s third problem. Find two tetrahedra with the same base and height that are not
equicomplementable.
The problem was solved by a student of Hilbert, Max Dehn, who constructed two non-equicomposable
tetrahedra with the same base and height in 1900. In his second paper in 1902 he constructed also two non-
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equicomplementable tetrahedra, thus the third problem was solved first time from Hilbert‟s problems. In the
following we publish the proof simplified by Kagan, Hadwiger and Boltyanszkij.
Before the proof we need some preparation.
Notation 8.21. For every finite subset of the reals

the vector space generated by
If is a polyhedron, then let
number .

over

let us denote by

.

be the set of all dihedral angles in

together with the

Definition 8.22. Let be a vector space over that contains . A function
of Dehn type, if it is linear over and
.

is

Let be a polyhedron,
a finite set such that
a Dehn type function. Then the Dehn invariant of according

be

where summation runs over the edges
the dihedral angle at .

of

,

, and let
is

denotes the length of the edge

and

is

Theorem 8.23 (Dehn-Hadwiger). Let and be equicomplementable polyhedra. Let
be a finite set that contains and the dihedral angles of and . Then for the Dehn type
function

Proof. First we prove that if
and every dihedral angles of

is decomposable into finitely many polyhedra
are in , then for every Dehn type function

Consider the endpoints of the edges of the ‟s, and let be the set of part edges determined
by the adjacent endpoints. Let
for all
. If
is a part edge of , then let
be the dihedral angle at in . If
is not a part edge of , then let
if is on the boundary of , or
if
runs in the interior of . If
(
), then let
be the dihedral angle at
in , if
then let
. It is easy to see that for all edges
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If

, then

, so for all

We show that

If

is not a part edge of , then
or
. Since is Dehn type, then
, so the member according to is zero on the right side of (8.8). If
is
an edge of , then the sum of the masses
according to part edges
equals
with
, since
and the lengths of the edges are summing up.
Thus (8.8) follows. Similar argument yields for all

We will use the followings in the given order: (8.8), (8.6), the linearity of , (8.7) and (8.9).
These follow

Thus (8.5) is proved.
Finally, assume that
and
are equicomplementable, that is there exist polyhedra
and
such that
and
are congruent for all
, and
the
polyhedra
and
are
equidecomposable. It means that there exist polyhedra
and
such that
,
, and
and
are congruent for all
.
Let us denote by
the union of
and the dihedral angles of the above polyhedron. Then
we can extend to a Dehn type function
, see Exercise 3.
Since
and
are congruent for all
(8.5) we obtain

, so
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Applying (8.5) and (8.10) we have

The

congruence

of
and
. Since
. Hence

imply
is an extension of
follows. □

,

so

(8.11)

, so

imply
and

We need the following lemma.
Lemma 8.24. The number
Proof.

Let
. Then

is irrational.

. Assume to the contrary that
, where
, where
. Let us define the sequence

then the above follows
. It is enough to prove that
is a number not divisible by , since this leads to a contradiction for

and
,

for all
.

We prove by induction on . The first two members of the sequence,

and

of the given form. Assume that
for all
, we prove that
same form. Applying the inductional hypotheses and the addition formula

for

Let
that

and

, where

is

is also of the

we obtain

be the numerator of the fraction. The inductional hypothesis yields
is not divisible by , so
also does not, that is
is of the given form. □

The proof of Hilbert’s third problem. Let
and
be points in the space.
Figure 8.6. Tetrahedra

,

and
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Let us denote by
the tetrahedron
, and by
the tetrahedron
and
have the same basis and height. Elementary arguments yield that
angles and
, the lengths of its edges are and
are , and , see Exercise 4. Then
and

Lemma 8.24 implies that
with

and

. Then
has dihedral

. The dihedral angles of
. Let

are independent over , so there is a Dehn type function
. Using
and the linearity of
we obtain
. Hence

Thus the two tetrahedra have different Dehn invariants according to , so Theorem 8.23
implies that they are not equicomplementable. □

4.1. Exercises
1.
(*) Prove that every polygon can be triangulated by their diagonals into non-overlapping triangles.
2.
(**) Is the statement of the above example true in the space, so can one every polyhedron decompose into
non-overlapping tetrahedra such that the vertices of all tetrahedra are from the vertices of the original
polyhedron?
3.
Let

vector spaces over
that contain . Prove that one can extend every Dehn type function
to a Dehn type function
.

4.
Determine the dihedral angles of the tetrahedra

and

.

5.
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Prove that the regular tetrahedron and the cube of the same volume are not equicomplementable, if we know
that

is irrational.
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